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SECTION 1: ABOUT THE PARKS & RECREATION MASTER PLAN UPDATE

The City of Moscow Parks and Recreation Department is dedicated to inspiring individuals to
imagine and pursue greatness by building community and enriching life through parks, programs and play. Taking in our community's changing needs and demographics, the Parks and
Recreation Master Plan Update 2019 represents the culmination of the master planning process and will provide guidance for parks, recreation, open space, and trails in Moscow through
2025 and beyond.

The most important part of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update 2019 is
you! Hundreds of community members let us know what they want to see from their Parks
and Recreation Department through face to face conversations, online surveys and public
meetings. The discussion of the public survey results and the recommended Actionable Items
are located in Section 3. The actual survey with results and comments are located in Appendix
A. There are fourteen proposed Actionable Items listed below, and these will be discussed later in this Master Plan Update.
The fourteen Actionable Items at a glance are:
1)

Continue developing existing undeveloped park properties

2)

Develop a policy and process to reduce pesticide usage within the City’s public parks
and properties

3)

Develop a policy and process for water conservation measures within the City’s public parks and properties

4)

Develop an Accessibility Master Plan for the City’s public parks, facilities, and recreational programs

5)

Assess the City’s parks and facilities for alternative energy sources and savings

6)

Assess and revise the Parkland Dedication Fee In Lieu Of valuation structure

7)

Overhaul the City’s Parks and Facilities Standards

8)

Explore possibilities for a covered pool and covered playground

9)

Develop a comprehensive network of pathways throughout the community

10) Broaden cultural infrastructure and its integration into park sites and programs
11) Even and equal distribution of parks and facilities to meet diversity of local areas
12) Maximum availability and utilization of recreational programming
13) Maximize efficient use of resources to develop and maintain parks and facilities
14) Explore designation of City’s parks and properties as nicotine-free
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Steps to address these and other Actionable Items will include developing objectives and strategies, which will be included into the Parks and Recreation section of the City’s Strategic Plan.
Staff will also solicit appropriate City Commissions for annual reviews and feedback of applicable issues.
It is understood that although Actionable Items have been identified and strategic plans will be
developed to address them, Mayor and City Council approval as well as funding is required.

1.1 THE NEED FOR A MASTER PLAN
This Master Plan Update is important as it is a means for the community to evaluate its parks
and recreation system to determine both current and future needs. It offers an opportunity
for different entities within the City to review feedback provided by citizens and work together
to prepare a prioritized action agenda. It also provides an adopted guide to systematically accomplish the prioritized actions.
There are a number of published studies that quantify the impact parks have on a community.
These generally echo the community’s stated desires, including:
•

Investing in the community’s livability and quality of life contributes to its economic
development and attractiveness as a place to live and conduct business;

•

Inclusion for all as a primary ideology for its parks, facilities and recreational programming;

•

Improving the quality and appearance of public spaces forms a positive, desirable image of Moscow;

•

Contributing to a healthful community life through provision of opportunities for sport
and exercise;

•

Providing facilities for athletic events and social festivities for local recreation leagues
and activity groups;

•

Establishing systemized criteria for the development of new parks, including their type,
design, location, possible phasing, and methods of financing;

•

Providing diverse areas and facilities in close proximity to all citizens to meet their individual needs; and,

•

Preserving valued open spaces and sensitive lands to promote good stewardship and
contribute to the enjoyment of future generations.
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1.2 MASTER PLAN UPDATE CONSIDERATIONS
Decisions as to the type of areas and facilities needed, as well as their geographic placement,
are of utmost importance. As identified by the community survey, there are a variety of reasons leading to the use or non-use of facilities, including, but not limited to, the type of area
and facilities available; convenience and proximity; ease and safety of access; physical barriers; handicap accessibility; resident lifestyles; and a broad range of other factors. Each is a valid consideration and was evaluated during the condition assessment as well as in the alternatives analysis and recommendations of this plan.
The following factors were analyzed and evaluated:
•

Existing and future land use and the related distribution of population;

•

Major investments and capital improvements;

•

Availability of resources;

•

Potential barriers to use;

•

Unrealized opportunities for joint use;

•

Demographic characteristics and recreational use trends; and,

•

Coordination with other plans and programs.

1.3 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
Moscow is located in Latah County in Western Idaho, on the state line between Idaho
and Washington. The County is 1,077
square miles with a 2015 population Figure 1.1 Location of Moscow
of 38,339 persons, which represents
a 2.94 percent increase from the
2010 Census. The City is now 6.86
square miles and had a 2015 population of 25,060 persons, reflecting an
increase of 5.29% since 2010. Latah
County is bordered by the counties of
Benewah, Shoshone, Clearwater,
Lewis, and Nez Perce, which together
comprise the North Central Region of
Idaho, as depicted in Figure 1.1, Moscow, Idaho. This region of the state is
rich in natural resources and especially proud of its heritage as the location where Lewis and Clark sought access to the Pacific Ocean.
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1.4 HISTORY
After settlers arrived in 1871, the town became known as “Paradise Valley.” In 1877, Samuel
Neff filed for a postal permit under the name of Moscow because the area reminded him of
his hometown of Moscow, Pennsylvania. In 1875, the City’s first store was opened on what is
now Main Street. Moscow grew with the arrival of the railroad in 1885. The town became
incorporated in 1887 and was later chosen as the site for a land-grant institution, the University of Idaho. Idaho achieved statehood in 1890.

1.5 POPULATION
The population of persons living within Moscow and Latah County is shown in Table
1.2, Historical Population,
Table 1.2, Historical Population, 1970 to 2015
1970 to 2015. Moscow’s
population in 1970 was
Percent
Latah
Percent
Year
Moscow
14,146 and 25,060 in
Change
County
Change
2015. The data points to
1970
14,146
25,179
moderate growth in Mos1980
16,513
17%
28,834
15%
cow with the community’s
1990
18,398
11%
30,714
7%
population growing at an
2000
21,291
16%
34,858
13%
average rate of 14% per
2010
23,800
12%
37,244
7%
decade since 1970. Latah
2015
25,060
5.29%
38,339
2.94%
County’s population
growth averaged 10.5%
per decade since 1970.

1.6 POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR MOSCOW & LATAH COUNTY
There are several
methods to project the
population, which were
used to evaluate a likely population of Moscow in 2030. The alternate scenarios are reflected in Table 1.3,
Moscow Population
Trend. The 2030 population projection is
28,760.

Table 1.3, Population Projections
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1.7 AGE AND GENDER
The 2010 U.S. Census shows the median age in Moscow to be 24.4 years. The 20 to 44
age cohort represents the largest segment of Moscow’s population, which is expected
in a university town. Persons aged 5 to 19 years represent the next largest cohort, as
displayed in Figure 1.2, Age Distribution. Therefore, 27 percent of the population is
considered to be minors - under the age of 18 years old. Following the 20 to 44 age
cohorts, there is a sharp decline in the number of persons aged 45 years and older.
Only eight
Figure 1.2, Age Distribution
percent of
the populaFemale
Male
65 and over
tion is 65
years and
45 to 64 years
older.
Diversity of
the park system is essential in order
to meet the
diverse, individual needs
of all population groups.

20 - 44 years

5 to 19 years

Under 5 years

8000

6000
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2000

0
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4000
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The age of persons is significant as it relates to the design of parks and the types of facilities. As an example, some university towns have made wireless internet access
available in their parks to attract young and college-age students. In Moscow, the Parks
and Recreation Department receives a number of requests each year to develop pickleball courts, which is a popular sport for senior citizens. The youth require active recreation facilities such as courts and playing fields while active adults desire these facilities as well as leisure activities such as picnic facilities, walking paths, and ornamental
gardens. The above findings are integrated into this plan to respond to the future
needs for parks and recreation facilities.1.6
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SECTION 2: PLANNING PROCESS

2.1 DEFINITION AND PURPOSE
Goals state the desires of the community and express needs and priorities through
broad statements of policy. Without goals, it may be difficult for Moscow, a community with a diversity of backgrounds and interests, to agree on a common direction to
achieve its desired outcome. Goals also enhance awareness as to broad interests, and
encourage communication and collaboration toward successful implementation.

Objectives are actionable strategies to attain the envisioned outcomes that are represented by the vision and goals. Some of these strategies are action steps and some are
merely to provide direction as to “how” to achieve the stated ends.

2.2 PLANNING AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Citizens partake daily in both passive and active forms of recreation. This may involve
direct use, such as organized athletics, or indirect use like overlooking the pleasant
view of a park or nature area. These experiences equip all residents to contribute to
the community’s vision for its parks and recreation system. Their involvement may be
to identify broad or individual needs, offer suggestions as to desirable enhancements,
or respond to improvement plans and proposed initiatives. This input helps to determine the goals and objectives for which the needs and corresponding implementation
priorities are based.
Citizens, community interest groups, civic clubs and organizations, and businesses were
engaged in this master planning process to:
•

Ensure consideration of diverse, individual views in planning and decisionmaking;

•

Create a mutually accepted vision for the future of the parks, recreation, and
pathway system that balances consideration of community interests;

•

Solicit direct resident input to form the plan’s objectives, identify needs and desires, and establish implementation directions;

•

Protect natural resources and green spaces as the community continues to develop; and

•

Identify the methods and means for financing additional park improvements.
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Above all, public involvement is intended to inspire people to take an active role in enriching the livability of the community. Doing so will help strengthen the ability to work
together for a healthier and more vibrant community.
The key stakeholder groups involved in the development of this plan includes City staff,
members of the City Council, the Commissions (Parks and Recreation Commission,
Pathways Commission and Tree Commission) and the general public. The latter three
underscore the emphasis on public involvement as part of the plan development process. As elected officials, City Council members represent the interests of their constituents. As such, their involvement was important to ensure that community interests
are met. The City’s citizen Commissions advise the Mayor and City Council on matters
pertaining to their particular areas of focus to include the authority to make recommendations regarding policies, programs, personnel and budget.
The general public represents a multi-layered, diverse mix of people with different interests, levels of knowledge, and desires in participating in the public process. As such,
different techniques were used including a community-wide survey, on-going program
surveys and an on-going citywide citizens’ dialog to obtain public input.
The following describes the public participation process:
City Council
The City Council was engaged in the development of this plan from its outset, as
demonstrated by their support of the surveys, commitment to the process and past
support for funding of Actionable Items. The Council, through the Council Liaisons, assigned to the various Commissions, was given regular updates on the status of the
plan.
After two public review and comment solicitation meetings inviting public comment
on the draft Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update and a 22-day public comment
period, the final draft plan was presented to the Administrative Committee on May
28, 2019 and forwarded on to the City Council to consider the Master Plan Update for
adoption on June 3, 2019, which was approved unanimously.
Parks and Recreation Commission
The Parks and Recreation Commission is comprised of nine members, eight of whom
are required to be from within the City limits. Members are appointed by the Mayor
with the advice and consent of the City Council. Each member of the Commission
serves a three-year term, which is staggered with the terms of other members to assure that not more than three members expire in any year. One Council member
serves as a non-voting, ex-officio member of the Commission.
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Tree Commission
The Tree Commission is comprised of seven members, all of whom must be residents of
the City of Moscow. Members are appointed by the Mayor with the advice and consent
of the City Council. Each member of the Commission serves a three-year term, which is
staggered with the terms of other members to assure that not more than three members expire in any year. One Council member serves as a non-voting, ex-officio member
of the Commission.
Pathways Commission
The Pathways Commission is comprised of seven members, of whom six must reside
within the Moscow city limits. Members are appointed by the Mayor with the advice
and consent of the City Council. Each member of the Commission serves a three-year
term, which is staggered with the terms of other members to assure that not more than
three members expire in any year. One Council member serves as a non-voting, exofficio member of the Commission.
Public Meeting Process
During the course of developing this plan, there were several Commission meetings to
review and discuss the individual plan elements. These meetings were advertised to the
public. The meetings included the following:

Meeting No. 1 (February 22, 2018) – The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a
Master Plan Update progress report. Information on Sections 1-3, was presented to the
Commission. Information from the previous questionnaires had been extrapolated and
amended and/or enhanced for inclusion in the new public questionnaires; Commission
members volunteered to preview the questions prior to being presented to the commissioners for their review and approval. The Arts, Pathways, and Tree Commissions would
be invited to submit any questions they would like to have included, and Moscow High
School Special Education teacher Cory Voss had volunteered to be a resource for any
questions pertaining to the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Meeting No. 2 (March 22, 2018) – The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a
Master Plan Update progress report. Staff reported that the questions for the citizen
survey were nearing completion.
Meeting No. 3 (April 26, 2018) – The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a
Master Plan Update progress report. Staff reported that the draft survey questions had
been sent to the two Commission volunteers responsible for reviewing the questions.
Meeting No. 4 (May 24, 2018) – The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a Master Plan Update progress report. Staff reported that the draft survey questions were still
being reviewed and the draft survey would be presented to the Commission once completed.
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Meeting No. 5 (August 23, 2018) – The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a
Master Plan Update progress report. All suggested changes to the survey had been made
and the next step was to open the survey for the public. The primary method of completing the survey would be on-line using SurveyMonkey. Hard copies were also available
to the public by request. Advertising for the survey effort was through the local newspaper, the City website, and social media outlets.
Meeting No. 6 (October 25, 2018) The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a
Master Plan Update progress report. The Commission received a presentation on the initial results of the survey returns. Going into the holidays, the Commission would receive
more information and decide on the remaining schedule after the new year.
Meeting No. 7 (January 24, 2019) The Parks and Recreation Commission was given a
Master Plan Update progress report. The Commission scheduled the February 28, 2019
Commission meeting to include the Public Workshop for receiving/reviewing the draft
Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update. This would be followed by a 22-day public review/comment period, closing on March 22, 2019. The Commission would receive a draft
Plan Update from City staff along with the public comments received. A recommendation
from the Commission would follow regarding whether to present to City Council or to
send it back for further editing.

Meeting No 8 (February 28, 2019) The Commission received a presentation on the draft
Master Plan Update and held an open meeting/Workshop for public input and comment.
After discussion, the Commission directed that with any prescribed edits, the Update
would go out for public review and comment. Public review was scheduled through
March 22, 2019.
Meeting No. 9 (March 28, 2019) The Commission received a presentation on the draft
Master Plan Update with public comments and proposed edits. The Commission made
recommended edits and scheduled April 25, 2019 as the review of the final draft and to
make their recommendation to the City Council.
Meeting No 10. (April 25, 2019) The Parks and Recreation Commission reviewed the final
draft Update with edits, and recommended City Council adoption.
Meeting No. 11 ( May 28, 2019) The Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update was reviewed by the Administrative Committee and recommended for approval.
Meeting No. 12 (June 3, 2019). The City Council approved the Master Plan Update 2019.
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SECTION 3: SURVEY RESULTS AND ACTIONABLE ITEMS

3.1 SURVEY ELEMENTS
The Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update survey is composed of several elements
as well as the allowance for comments. There were a few questions that had technical
errors when posted on-line and those were identified in the results. Overall, the results
were clear and provide useful data. The primary elements of the survey were:
•

Demographics

•

Publicizing services

•

Usages

•

Accessibility

•

Parks/amenities

•

Recreational facilities

•

Recreation programming

•

Safety

•

Environment/conservation

There were 558 responses to the survey. This is a very small percentage of the Moscow
population (approximately 4%, if the university student population is subtracted). This
is fairly typical of a survey of this nature, unless there is a community-wide divisive subject drawing more attention and desire to make comments known. Based on comments received by City staff from citizens throughout the year, the results of the survey
appear to be in line with what is reported.
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3.2 ACTIONABLE ITEMS AND OBJECTIVES
The following Actionable Items and objectives represent the input from the above described participation, and direct guidance of the Parks and Recreation Commission.
They are intended to guide future decisions regarding the provision and improvement
of parks and recreation areas, public open spaces, pathways, and recreational programs, and to identify the priorities for ongoing development of the parks and recreation system.
It is important to note that the goals (Actionable Items) and objectives stated in the
2013 Parks and Recreation Master Plan are still in effect; this Master Plan Update adds
to those.
3.2.1 Park Development
For years the City of Moscow has obtained properties through outright purchases and
parkland dedications, without a solid plan for developing those properties. A primary
obstacle in developing park properties, as one would imagine, was a means to fund
those developments. Bringing new undeveloped properties into the park inventory is
important, as is having those properties developed for public use. In May, 2017, the
Moscow City Council approved the use of $1.9MM remaining Bob Hamilton Estate
funds to specifically be used for the purchase and installation of playgrounds and pathways to those playgrounds as a catalyst for the initial development of the City’s undeveloped park properties. In 2017-2018, initial efforts under this new plan resulted in
the development of Indian Hills Park, Morgan’s Orchard Park and the installation of a
wheelchair swing (called the “iSwing”) in East City Park. Results from the Parks and
Recreation Master Plan Update survey clearly show that the citizens desire the development of parks in those underserved areas, and that they consider parks important to
the livability of this community.
GOAL: Complete the development of park properties
ACTIONABLE ITEM 1: Continue park property development efforts to meet the needs
of underserved areas of Moscow.
Objectives to consider:
•

Accomplish the initial development of at least one undeveloped park property each
year, using the Hamilton Estate funds.

•

Bring additional park improvements and amenities to the new parks as other funding allows.
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•

Include forecasting park maintenance and operational needs and costs in the annual budgeting process.

•

When and where feasible, locate future parks adjacent to linear greenways and
planned extensions of the pathway system so as to maximize their accessibility.

•

Improve way-finding to parks and public spaces by installing unique directional
signage along roadways and at every park entrance so that users and passers-by
can easily identify public facilities.

•

Conduct an inventory of surplus government-owned (City, County, State, and University) property and consider it for parks and/or open space use, particularly if it is
within an identified “need area.”

•

Conduct an inventory of vacant lots for possible public uses such as neighborhood
gardens or public park space.

•

Consider establishing a theme for each park to broaden the range of activity types
throughout the community. Ideas may include parks for special events, arts and
culture, heritage, eco-tourism, x-generation, bird watching, mature adults, and
boomers, among others.

•

Consider exploration of north/south pathways development.

3.2.2 Environment
Moscow has a long history of environmental activism and stewardship. One particular
area requiring attention is the City’s use of pesticides in its parks, properties and urban
forestry operations. For years, the chemicals used by the Parks and Recreation Department have been reviewed for acceptable use by the Sustainable Environment Commission (SEC), along with any recommended changes. However, recently the overwhelming conclusion by the SEC, Parks and Recreation Commission and City staff is that considerably more can and should be done to drastically reduce pesticide use as much as
possible. Collaboration on developing a pesticide reduction plan began in 2018. Results
from the Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update survey clearly show that the citizens consider this a high priority and desire action.
Moscow is also rich with environmental resources including Paradise Creek, Palouse
River, ponds and wetlands, prairie areas, prime agricultural lands, and hillsides and
steep slopes. These natural features contribute to the character of the community and
are a source of recreation and pride. Preservation and protection of these areas is of
utmost importance for the purposes of conservation, education, and sustainability.
Parks and recreation planning should include the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II Permit as part of the process.
16

ACTIONABLE ITEM 2: Develop a policy and process to reduce pesticide usage within
the City’s public parks, properties, and urban forestry program.
GOAL: Reduce pesticide use in public parks and properties
Objectives to consider:
•

Continue collaboration efforts to develop a City process to reduce pesticide usage
within the City’s public parks, properties and urban forestry program.

•

Develop a City pesticide reduction policy to ensure the initiation and on-going process to reduce pesticide usage within the City’s public parks, properties and urban
forestry program.

•

Include an on-going review and evaluation of the City’s pesticide reduction program.

•

Consider initiating City pesticide reduction program utilizing pilot test areas
(presently, Otness Park is being considered as a test area).

•

Consider developing maps showing relative locations of parkland Wisescapes.

•

Consider developing maps showing collection/disposal sites through parks system.

Environmental conservation, preservation, and other sensitive planning from Parks and
Recreation Master Plan 2013
•

Incorporate interpretive signage within parks and along pathways to acknowledge
natural features and to educate the public about the local ecosystems.

•

Coordinate with the Idaho Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) as well as the
Palouse-Clearwater Environmental Institute (PCEI) and others to inventory and
map sensitive resource sites and features throughout the City and its area of impact.

•

Amend park development standards to include provisions for low impact development including natural storm water management systems and avoidance, nonstructural best management practices (BMPs) such as constructed wetlands and
bio-swales, and mitigation of impacts.

•

Explore collaborative possibilities with the local master gardener program and solicit their volunteer assistance in designing, creating, and managing eco-gardens
and outdoor environmental classrooms, similar to that at Lena Whitmore Elementary School.

•

Create expanded opportunities for environmental outings by offering facilities and
programs to promote nature education, habitat observance, and eco-tourism. The
outdoor environmental classroom at Lena Whitmore Elementary School is an excellent example, which may be used as a prototype for expansion elsewhere in the
17

3.2.3 Water conservation
In the Moscow domestic area, water is a precious resource. Research to protect the
quality water in our aquifer systems is an ongoing venture. While more is learned every day, there are still many unknowns. The City utilizes this precious resource to irrigate its parks, landscaped properties, and fill and maintain water levels in the aquatics
center pools. The topic of water conservation in the Parks and Recreation Department
has been discussed for years, with public pressure to maintain some emerald-green
turf areas as well as to drastically reduce irrigation usage, but no solid plan is in place
to aggressively address the issues. Responses to the issue in the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan Update survey reveal the public’s strong desire that water conservation in
the City’s parks and properties be a priority. Additional local educational resources on
these matters is PBAC, UI Extension, and Latah County.
GOAL: Reduce water usage in public parks and properties
ACTIONABLE ITEM 3: Develop a policy and process for water conservation measures
within the City’s public parks and properties.
Objectives to consider:
•

Utilize collaboration efforts with the Water Department, Sustainable Environment
Commission and others to develop a City process to reduce water usage within the
City’s public parks and properties.

•

Develop a City water usage reduction policy to ensure the initiation and on-going
process to reduce water usage within the City’s public parks and properties.

•

Consider strategic browning of certain parks, specific areas within parks, and other
properties.

•

Consider developing an aggressive xeriscape/Wisescape development plan.

•

Consider initiating a City water reduction program utilizing pilot test areas within
the parks system.
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3.2.4 Accessibility
Moscow’s parks are a tangible reflection of the quality of life in our community. They
provide identity for our citizens and are a major factor in the perception of the quality
of life in any given community. Parks and recreation services are often cited as one of
the most important factors in surveys of how livable communities are. Parks provide
gathering places for families and social groups, as well as for individuals of all ages and
economic status. Parks and recreation facilities and programs are supposed to provide
places for health and well-being that are accessible by persons of all ages and abilities,
especially for those with disabilities. Moscow has been making steady progress for
years to ensure its parks, facilities and programs are accessible; however, there is a
need for an updated accessibility assessment and strategy plan to upgrade any deficiencies.
GOAL: Provide access in all City parks and facilities
ACTIONABLE ITEM 4: Develop an Accessibility Master Plan for the City’s public parks,
facilities and recreational programs.
Objectives to consider:
•

Inventory existing City parks and facilities for
accessibility. Note: pathways are considered
parks, and “facilities” includes all City-owned
buildings.

•

Evaluate all recreational programs for accessibility

•

In collaboration with the City’s ADA Coordinator and local professional accessibilityspecialty organizations, develop an Accessibility Master Plan for the City’s parks, facilities,
and recreational programs.

•

Consider including an annual review for compliance.

•

Consider specialty training for recreation programming staff.
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3.2.5 Alternative/renewable energy resources and savings
The City of Moscow has a long history of conservation and supporting sustainable energy practices. There are a multitude of park and recreational facilities in Moscow that
require electricity and gas for lighting and heating, air conditioning, and heating water.
In the past there have been some in-house assessments on alternative energy sources
which have shown that the cost savings didn’t justify the investments in alternative energy. The primary target of these assessments is the Hamilton-Lowe Aquatics Center, a
major consumer of gas for heating the pools. However, there are multiple smaller facilities and amenities throughout the City’s parks system that utilize electricity which
could possibly utilize alternative power sources, helping to offset the larger users such
as the aquatics facilities. Examples of these could be park shelters, restrooms, pathway
lighting, parking lot lighting, etc. With advances in technology, a professional assessment of alternative energy uses is needed. Responses in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update survey clearly show a strong desire by the community to explore this
issue and take action.
GOAL: Reduce dependency on fossil fuels
ACTIONABLE ITEM 5: Assess the City’s parks and facilities for alternative energy
sources and savings.

Objectives to consider:
•

Inventory all parks and facilities energy users.

•

Have inventory professionally assessed for power alternatives to include cost recovery projections.

•

Collaborate with applicable City staff, Commissions, and local energy experts to develop an investment/implementation plan based on assessment report.

•

Produce annual cost/savings analysis report.

•

Consider mandatory energy assessment of all future City parks and facility developments.
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3.2.6 Parkland Dedication Evaluation

New housing developments are necessary to keep up as the City of Moscow grows.
The increase in new housing increases the impact on existing parks and recreational
resources. To assist in offsetting this impact, the City implemented a Parkland Dedication Code requiring that developers provide compensation toward that offset. The
compensation comes in the form of either dedication of parkland, a fee in lieu of that
parkland, or a combination of the two. The process itself has been working well for
several years. However, the actual formula for determining the fee in lieu of parkland
has been a topic of discussion and confusion for about the same amount of years that
program has been established in Moscow. Though this topic was not in the Parks and
Recreation Master Plan Update survey, it is a topic that continues to fester and needs
to be examined and addressed.
GOAL: Establish a fair and equitable parkland dedication structure
ACTIONABLE ITEM 6: Assess and revise the City’s Parkland Dedication valuation
structure
Objectives to consider:
•

Review undeveloped land valuation formula and process.

•

Review “Fee in Lieu Of” land formula and process.

•

Consider an analysis team to include City staff, elected officials and local developers to determine any changes.

•

Recommend City Code changes for City Council consideration.

•

Consider a review of the formulas on a 5-year cycle.

3.2.7 Overhaul of City’s Parks and facilities standards
The City of Moscow Parks and Recreation Department follows the National Recreation
and Parks Association (NRPA) Parks and Facilities Standards to guide its own standards.
The NRPA has now adopted a more generalized approach to parks and facility standards. There is now a clear understanding that one standard does not fit all communities. The NRPA has now adopted the approach that each community should develop its
own unique standards, using the NRPA’s old standards as a reference. The City of Moscow needs to reevaluate its own needs and produce a set of parks and facilities standards to match.
GOAL: Establish parks and facilities standards unique to Moscow
ACTIONABLE ITEM 7: Assess and develop parks and facilities standards to match
Moscow’s uniqueness and guide the Parks and Recreation Department operations
into the future.
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Objectives to consider:
•

Produce an updated inventory of Moscow’s parks and recreational facilities.

•

Using community stakeholders, review and compare the NRPA standards to Moscow’s inventory.

•

Produce a parks and recreational facilities standards master document for Council
adoption.

•

The parks and facility standards overhaul should begin immediately and be completed within one year. A Needs Assessment and Implementation Plan cannot be
developed until after the new parks and facility standards are adopted.

•

The Needs Assessment should be completed within one year of the adoption of the
parks and facilities standards.

•

The Implementation Plan should be developed within one year of completing the
Needs Assessment, followed by the systematic implementation of operations based
on the new standards and needs assessment.

•

Review and update every five years.

3.2.8 Other areas of needed action

The previous six Actionable Items were of issues of possibly higher visibility, but there
were also other issues illuminated via the Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update
survey that deserves attention in this Master Plan Update.

ACTIONABLE ITEM 8: Explore the possibilities of the following items: covered or indoor playground; bubble the aquatics facility for year round use.
Objectives to consider:
Covered or indoor playground•

Explore options for a covered or indoor playground.

•

Parks and Recreation Commission consider community desire, need and cost and
make recommendation.

Bubble the aquatics facility for year round use•

Explore options.

•

Parks and Recreation Commission consider community desire, need, feasibility and
cost, and make recommendation to City Council.
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still Viable Actionable Items from 2013 Parks and Recreation Master Plan

3.2.9 Pathways, greenways, and linear connections
Paradise Path, Bill Chipman Palouse Trail and the Latah Trail exemplify the City’s proactiveness and commitment to creating a livable and healthy community. These linear
pathways offer the benefits of recreation, exercise, nature observance, environmental
education, community mobility, and neighborhood cohesiveness. Collaboration between regional agencies should remain strong. Continued development of linear parks
and greenways, pathways, and pedestrian connections are of great value, as evidenced
by their use and popularity. Therefore, it should be considered that each new development must contribute to the community’s connectivity through dedicated open space,
greenway development, and provision of access to pathways, which could possibly be
accomplished through the dedication of open space and public access easements.
GOAL: A comprehensive network of paths and linear parks connecting all parts of Moscow
ACTIONABLE ITEM 9: A comprehensive network of paths and linear parks connecting
all parts of the community.
Objectives to consider:

•

Continue to acquire necessary rights-of-way or easements for construction of the
primary pathway network.

•

Seek to complete the secondary pathway system by constructing pathway and
sidewalk connectors in order to maximize accessibility to the citywide system.

•

Amend the subdivision regulations to require pedestrian easements where appropriate to provide direct connections to the primary and secondary pathway networks.

•

Integrate cyclist- and pedestrian-sensitive planning guidelines into all street improvement projects, such as minimum clearances, obstruction avoidance, signage,
and maintenance.

•

Place appropriate lighting along existing segments of the paths and at the time of
constructing new paths.

•

Establish policies and design standards for pedestrian tunnels beneath significant
barriers (where possible) such as S.H. 8, U.S. 95, the railroad, and other major roadways, as well as the proposed greenbelt roadway corridor around the perimeter of
the City.

•

Consider planning for strategically placed public drinking fountains along trails that
include water bottle-refilling and dog bowls.
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•

Continue to seek state and federal funding assistance for trail development, such as
Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance (RTCA), Recreational Trails Program
(originally authorized by the Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century), and
transportation enhancements through Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU).

•

Repurpose pathway corridors as multi-functional linear parks with activity areas
such as exercise circuits, playscapes, and eco-destinations.

•

Identify possible access linkages to the existing pathway system, which may include
a sidewalk, bike lane, and/or path for all new publicly dedicated parks.

3.2.10 Cultural enhancement

The City has been recognized as one of the “100 Best Small Art Towns in America” by
John Villani. The strength of the arts community is a source of pride and should have
an increased presence in the park system. A benefit of being a university town is the
availability of cultural events and activities. As such, the community is cognizant of its
history and both values and supports development of the arts. A cultural venue for visual art displays, performances, demonstrations, and exhibits is the City’s parks and
public spaces. The current formulated program serves to enliven the park experience
while giving an opportunity for creative expression to local, regional, and statewide
talents.
GOAL: Broadened development of Moscow’s cultural infrastructure and its integration
into park sites and recreational programs
ACTIONABLE ITEM 10: Broaden development of the community’s cultural infrastructure and its integration into park sites and recreational programs.
Objectives to consider:
•

Adapt unused or underutilized spaces to create neighborhood gardens, plazas,
landscape malls, and common open spaces for the beautification and enjoyment of
residents and visitors.

•

Explore the possibilities of incorporating museums, monuments, and markers as
park amenities and destinations for tourists and visitors.

•

Build historic and cultural value into parks and public open spaces through programs, festivals, and activities held within the parks.

•

Provide a place in each park for the display of public art and/or notices of scheduled performances.

•

Work with the Arts Department/Commission to develop a public art walking tour
for viewing of pieces on display in parks, open spaces, and along community pathways.
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•

Expand the educational interpretation program, like that along the Chipman Trail,
Paradise Path, and Latah Trail through signage, kiosks, monuments, and expressive
way-finding.

•

Work with the Art Department/Commission to utilize the “art-in-the-park” program
to attract heritage tourists, which, together with eco-tourism, is the fastest growing
national tourism economy.

•

Partner with the Arts Department/Commission to expand arts programming, such
as a summer arts program, to complement recreational activities.

•

Enhance interpretation to highlight historic figures and events, including a heritage
walk and living history displays at each park.

•

Continue to support and expand the Farmers Market and other festivities in and
around Main Street and Friendship Square.

•

Consider integration of a public stage/amphitheater near the Downtown Urban Renewal area for showing independent films and other live performances. Also, consider a public art plaza for rotating art displays (similar to that in City Hall) with a
highly unique space design.

•

Consider developing map showing artful elements around town.

•

Consider the idea of artistic elements that can be integrated into functional pieces,
such as artful benches, etc.

3.2.11 Convenience and Accessibility of Public Parks, Recreational Areas, and
Public Open Spaces
Other than the University of Idaho’s fields, most of which are not open for everyday
public use, a majority of the City’s parks are on the east side. Also, due to the requirement of land dedication only (not including park development), many of the parks intended to serve the newer neighborhoods are undeveloped. As a result, there are large
areas of town that are not within close proximity to public park space. Therefore, the
fully developed parks, such as East City Park, are heavily utilized, bordering on overuse
at certain times. In addition to park spaces, there is also a need to diversify the types of
activities and facilities available, helping to meet the needs of the adult and senior populations.
GOAL: Even and equal distribution of park spaces, activities, and facilities to meet the
diversity of Moscow.
ACTIONABLE ITEM 11: Even and equal distribution of park spaces, activities, and facilities to meet the diversity of local areas.
Actionable Objectives to consider:
•

When and where feasible, locate future parks adjacent to linear greenways and
planned extensions of the pathway system so as to maximize their accessibility.
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•

Adopt a practice of neighborhood design charrettes to gather resident input on the
design of nearby parks and the types of facilities and equipment desired to serve its
users.

•

Continue to utilize the newly adopted policy requiring a development “plan” for
each park property within 2 years of new acquisitions and all existing undeveloped
park properties within 5 years of adoption of this Master Plan. Each park property
development plan will include at a minimum a design plan, development and funding strategy plan, and ongoing maintenance and operations plan. The development
plans should include, if necessary, phasing elements such as adjacent street improvements, to allow development to begin sooner and still assure the public of
future improvements. This would increase the likelihood of ensuring a systematic
and timely development of existing and new park properties.

•

Adopt prototypical park development standards to identify minimum improvements within all parks, with unique consideration of the location relevant to user
population characteristics.

•

Adopt National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) standards for establishing
park service areas.

•

Improve way-finding to parks and public spaces by installing unique directional
signage along roadways and at every park entrance so that users and passers-by
can easily identify public facilities.

•

Conduct an inventory of surplus government-owned (City, County, State, and University) property and consider it for parks and/or open space use, particularly if it is
within an identified “need area.”

•

Conduct an inventory of vacant lots for possible public uses such as neighborhood
gardens or public park space.

•

Amend the City’s leash ordinance to allow off-leash time periods in suitable existing
parks other than the Dog Park.

•

The Parks and Recreation Department recently completed a draft City Parks, Facilities and Lands Historic Guide. This document, once officially accepted, should be
updated annually and made accessible to the public.

•

Review the City’s interpretation of accessible play structures and equipment in every park.
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3.2.12 Diversity and Availability of Recreational Programs and Activities
In addition to providing outdoor park areas and facilities, the Parks and Recreation Department is also responsible for the community’s recreational programming. A broad
variety of programs is available to the residents of Moscow, which may be further expanded to include programming for nature/outdoors, culture, and added sports. Continued development of the City’s recreational programming is necessary to provide indoor opportunities, and to supplement the outdoor facilities and spaces.
GOAL: Maximum availability and utilization of recreation programming
ACTIONABLE ITEM 12: Maximum availability and utilization of recreational programming.
Objectives to consider:
•

Expand the number and hours of activities available for the participation of youth
and teens.

•

Emphasize program values for healthy active lifestyles, implementing the newly
focused programs within two years of adoption of this Master Plan.

•

Increase emphasis on recreational programs for both young and mature adults, including fitness and exercise classes, visual and performing arts, etc.

•

Conduct a comparative analysis of recreational program fees and revenues generated by comparable cities throughout the region and the state, and make adjustments as warranted.

•

Conduct an advertising campaign to solicit programmatic participation by residents.

•

Explore expanding, renovating and providing new facilities that are available for
recreational programs so as to increase the type and numbers of activities and to
attract new users.

•

In an effort to expand and strengthen the performing arts, work closely with the
Arts Department/Commission to offer additional programs that cater to and solicit
the involvement of residents in performing arts, including theater, motion pictures,
music, dance, opera, magic, and the marching arts, such as brass bands.

•

Expand upon the recreation and sports programs already offered with varying levels of training and new, supplemental program offerings.
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3.2.13 Effective Management, Administration, and Partnerships
Generally, the Parks and Recreation Department is heralded for its efforts to acquire,
develop, manage, and maintain a good system of parks and recreational facilities.
However, there are growing funding pressures and fewer sources of outside funds
than in years past. Presently, there are 339.87 acres of City parkland, which includes
160 acres for the Virgil Phillips Farm Park outside the City. Shared maintenance cost
agreements have worked well for the Latah Trail, the Chipman Trail and Virgil Phillips
Farm Park.
GOAL: Maximize the efficient use of resources to develop and maintain a first-class system of parks, public open spaces, and recreational facilities and improvements
ACTIONABLE ITEM 13: Maximize the efficient use of resources to develop and maintain a first-class system of parks, public spaces, and recreational facilities and improvements.
Objectives to consider:
•

Explore the feasibility and value of contracting for some park maintenance activities that may be handled more cost effectively by the private sector.

•

Explore organization of an adopt-a-park program to solicit the participation of local
clubs and groups to undertake park improvement projects under the guidance of
the City.

•

Continue to submit applications for state and federal grants-in-aid programs, as
well as to private foundations, to maximize the leverage of the City’s financial resources.

•

Explore the formation of mutually beneficial relationships with other area communities, public and semi-public agencies, groups, and organizations for combining
resources to acquire, develop, and maintain public land and other significant capital investments. The collaborative efforts between Pullman and Moscow in the development of the Chipman Trail are a highly visible and successful example of what
can be accomplished.

•

Explore the feasibility of establishing programs for lease/purchase, tax incentives,
and public maintenance to entice private sector participation in park system development.

•

A facilities/staffing needs assessment was approved in 2015.
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3.2.14 DESIGNATION OF CITY PARKS AND PROPERTIES AS NICOTINE-FREE
Moscow’s City parks and open spaces improve our physical and psychological health,
strengthen our community, and make our city and neighborhoods more attractive
places to live and work. They are the jewels of our community. Nicotine-free parks enhance visitor enjoyment of clean air, natural beauty and healthy activities. These policies protect all park visitors from the harmful effects of exposed secondhand smoke,
reduce tobacco product litter, and sends a positive message to the community that nicotine product use is not compatible with active, healthy lifestyles, and can help steer
youth away from their use. These policies also reduce maintenance costs and fire risks.
There are currently 1,260 U.S. municipalities that have smoke-free parks, and it is estimated that annual cleanup costs for tobacco–related litter is between $3MM-$16MM
with 175 million pounds per year for cigarette butts alone.

GOAL: Maximize health benefits of nicotine-free public outdoor recreational spaces
and reduction of nicotine product litter in City parks and properties
ACTIONABLE ITEM 14: Explore designation of City’s parks and properties as nicotinefree.
Objectives to consider:

•

Explore development of a nicotine-free City park and property policy for consideration.

•

Implement red-flags project to identify severity of tobacco-product litter in Moscow’s parks.

•

Consider options such as all City parks and properties, certain ones, or zones within
particular parks.

•

Consider aggressive educational campaign

•

Explore successes of other municipalities
with nicotine-free parks and properties.

•

Consider whether to make this enforceable
or not.
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SECTION 4: PARK INVENTORY

4.1 Inventory of parks and recreation areas and facilities

The City offers an assortment of parks and facilities that provide opportunities for a
variety of uses and recreation activities. The City of Moscow owns and manages 200.21
acres of properties, including parks, special use areas, open space, and linear pathways
(our parks system). The City also manages and maintains 36.5 acres of Moscow School
District outdoor recreational/sport properties. The City owns the 160 acre Philips Farm
Park located north of Moscow, but contracts management and maintenance of that
park with the Latah County Parks and Recreation Department. The Moscow School District also has approximately 13.71 acres of outdoor play area that is open for public use
when school is not in session and/or not in use by the schools. A detail classification
and acreage of each City (and school) park, property and facility is listed in Table 4.1,
Park & Facility Classification & Acreage, and their map locations are located in Appendix B—MAPS.
City staff and volunteer commission members undertook a significant effort to inventory each park site and provide a written history of the site and description of the facilities and amenities available. This report is provided in its entirety in the Historical
Guide, which is posted on the city’s website. Photographs and maps document the improvements and visually depict the characteristics and physical conditions of each park,
public facility, and open space area.

4.2 Park Classification
For the purposes of this Master Plan Update, the parks and public spaces are classified
as follows:
•

Pocket Parks

•

Special Use Parks & Facilities

•

Neighborhood Parks

•

Open Spaces

•

Community Parks

•

Linear Parks/Pathways

•

Regional Parks

•

Semi-public Parks and play areas
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Pocket Parks (Less than 3 Acres)
Since the primary service area for a pocket park is one-quarter mile – generally two to
four blocks - it is intended to serve the needs of people living or working in the immediate area. Therefore, the number of persons that benefit from these public spaces is
relatively small. The City of Moscow size-classification of a pocket park is any park less
than three acres. There are fifteen (15) pocket parks within the community that together provide 19.27 acres, as shown in Table 4.1, Park & Facility Classification &
Acreage. It is important to note however, that some of these properties are not yet
developed and some are not intended for general play, but rather a landmark, etc.

Neighborhood Parks (3-4 Acres)
The size of neighborhood parks varies according to the availability of property, method
and timing of acquisition, and the intended use. The City of Moscow size-classification
of a neighborhood park is between 3-4 acres. They typically draw usage from residents
within one-half mile though it is not uncommon, especially in a smaller city the size of
Moscow, for certain neighborhood parks to draw usage from further away. Although
an 8-acre park may accommodate a ball field and larger recreation and open space areas, two parks that are 3-4 acres in size may equally - and perhaps better - serve the
neighborhood needs while ensuring a good spatial distribution. Presently, there are
five (5) neighborhood parks that total 20.33 acres, as shown in Table 4.1, Park & Facility Classification & Acreage. It is important to note, however, that some of these parks
are not yet developed. Lola Clyde Park is scheduled for initial development in the summer of 2019. Milton Arthur Park has maintained open space, but no amenities as of
yet.

Community Parks (5-25 Acres)
Community parks provide for the needs of the community at-large and, therefore, are
the largest parks within the municipal system. The City of Moscow size-classification of
Community Parks is between 5-25 acres. These larger areas have a broad variety of facilities and intended uses including both passive and active recreation, such as walking
and jogging paths, athletic courts, ball fields, picnic areas, activity centers, and swimming pools that draw residents primarily within a distance of one mile, but it is certainly not uncommon for usage to draw from across a mid-sized city such as Moscow.
Based on the size and types of facilities and improvements available, there are four (4)
parks that are classified as community parks that total 41.57 acres, as shown in Table
4.1, Park & Facility Classification & Acreage.
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Regional Parks (Large Scale)
There is one regional park facility in the City’s inventory: Virgil Phillips Farm Park. This
property consists of 160 acres, as shown by Table 4.1, Park & Facility Classification &
Acreage. However, due to its location and proximity to the City, it is leased to the Latah County Parks and Recreation Department for operations and management. The City
of Moscow contributes funding to Latah County for the partial maintenance of the park
property.

Special Use Parks & Facilities
Special use parks and facilities serve the entire community and, depending on their nature and scale, sometimes appeal to the region or state. These facilities provide for
specialized and multi-purpose recreation activities. They contribute unique additions
to the parks and recreation system and supplement the traditional indoor and outdoor
recreation opportunities.
Special use facilities commonly include civic centers, museums, aquatics facilities, dog
parks, skate parks, and gymnasiums. The presence of the University of Idaho greatly
expands the list of these facilities. Those that are subject to this plan include the spaces and facilities listed in Table 4.1, Park & Facility Classification & Acreage. Together,
these areas provide 15.07 acres to the City’s inventory, although their contributions to
the park system and community are not measured by size but by the variety of activities provided and the attraction of residents and visitors.

Open Space
There are several open spaces that are dedicated for such purpose and maintained by
the City. They are intended to contribute to the general openness of the community
and protect sensitive resources. As an open space they are intended for their passive
contribution to the visual environment rather than for any means of organized activity.
In some cases, though, such as the Bridge Street property, the open space may be used
as an informal playing field by neighborhood children and residents. There six (6) Cityowned open space areas consisting of 66.02 acres, as listed in Table 4.1, Park & Facility
Classification & Acreage. These include those described above as well as excess rightsof-way as in the case of the C Street and Virginia Avenue triangles and the White Avenue roundabout.
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Linear Parks/Pathways
A linear park, such as Paradise Path, is developed for one or more modes of recreational travel, such as hiking, biking, walking, and, in some cases, horseback riding, as well as
a formal source of local destination travel such as to and from work or the store. Pathways may be used for active use, such as running or rollerblading, or for passive purposes. The growing system of pathways is expanding its reach within the community
and increasingly improving access throughout the City and to adjacent cities. Its continued progression will greatly enhance the overall parks and pathways system, eventually providing linear linkage to each of the parks, schools, neighborhoods, and businesses. Furthermore, the Latah Trail, extending eastward to Troy, and the Chipman Trail,
extending to Pullman, creates a regional spine from which lateral trails may be extended.
Displayed in Table 4.1, Park & Facility Classification & Acreage, are the seven (7) existing path segments, which together contribute 38.23 acres and 4.97 miles of pathway
to the City’s inventory of parks and recreational areas (note: Heron’s Hideout is included in the number of pathway segments, but its acreage is counted in the Pocket Park
classification). There the merit of linear parks and pathways is not on a basis of acreage
but rather, its interconnectivity. For service area planning purposes, the primary pathways in Moscow (Paradise Path, Latah Trail, Chipman Trail) are considered to service
the entire Moscow area. Any lateral pathway or linear park service areas extend generally one-quarter mile on each side, similar to a pocket park.
Semi-Public Parks
Together, the Moscow School District (MSD) campuses contribute 50.21 acres of semipublic open space and recreational areas. This acreage (approximated) includes only
those outdoor areas used for play and activities by the schools, and is reflected in Table 4.1, Park & Facility Classification & Acreage. It’s important to note the large contribution the school district outdoor properties add to the overall playability of the
Moscow community. All of the four elementary schools have playground structures
that are open to the public when the schools are not in session. School District properties also include the new MSD Community Playfields and Oylear Field. The Moscow
School District and the City share (50/50) the annual maintenance and operational
costs of the MSD Community Playfields.
A collaborative approach to parks and recreation planning requires communication and
coordination among interested parties. Through joint agreements created between
public agencies, as well as partnerships with the private sector, the parks and recreation system benefits in its quality and affordability. Joint acquisition, construction, and
ongoing operation and maintenance allow efficient use of public dollars, while ensuring
that facilities are coordinated and connected. Funding major improvements,
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particularly to overcome the current deficiencies, is a significant challenge confronting
this community. A good example of this is the joint development/usage agreement of
the Moscow School District Community Playfields. Funds provided by both the City and
MSD were bundled for the ball field project development constructed in 2014.
The City should consider formalizing their existing relationship with MSD through implementation of a reciprocal agreement. Currently, the City and MSD do not have a
formal agreement for the City’s use and maintenance of six MSD campuses or MSD’s
use of Ghormley Park, Mountain View Park and the Hamilton Indoor Recreation Center. A written agreement could prove beneficial in terms of ensuring efficiency, sustained facility use, and, most certainly, cost savings for both parties.

While the University of Idaho is a remarkable asset to the community, their acreage is
not included in this plan because it is within the sole authority and jurisdiction of the
State as to its use and availability, and the land is not fully accessible and open for public use.
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SECTION 5: FACILITY STANDARDS
The City of Moscow Parks and Recreation Department follows the National Recreation
and Parks Association (NRPA) Parks and Facilities Standards to guide its own standards. The NRPA has adopted a more generalized approach to parks and facility standards. There is an accepted understanding that one standard does not fit all communities. The NRPA has adopted the approach that each community should develop its own
unique standards, using the NRPA’s old standards as a reference. The City of Moscow
needs to reevaluate its own needs and develop a set of parks and facilities standards to
match. This is included in Section 3, as an Actionable Item.
Until an overhaul of the City’s parks and facilities standards is completed and adopted,
the City will continue to follow the NRPA standards.

SECTION 6: NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Once there is an adopted Parks and Facilities Standards master document in place, the
next step will be to conduct a needs assessment. The needs assessment primarily establishes what types and numbers of facilities and amenities the City should have in its
inventory.

SECTION 7: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The final step in the Master Planning process is implementing the plan. Once there
is an adopted needs assessment, then an
implementation plan will be developed and
the process of implementing it will begin.
The City will not necessarily wait on the
revised needs assessment to begin undertaking tasks to accomplish the Actionable
Items already identified in Section 3.
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APPENDIX: A
MAPS

A-1 Existing Parks
A-2 Pocket Park Service Areas
A-3 Neighborhood Park Service Areas
A-4 Community Park Service Areas
A-5 Pathway System
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APPENDIX: B

SURVEY RESULTS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY RESULTS AND COMMENTS
Q1. Please indicate the number of individuals in each age group living in your
household:

Q2 From the following list, please check ALL the ways in which you learn about
Moscow Parks and Recreation programs, classes, and/or events:

Additional comments from survey participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

At the HIRC (4)
Websites, social media (3)
School resources (5)
drive by mostly
city meetings and commissions
Bulletin boards/coffee shops
Chamber of Commerce
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Q3. How many times in the last 12 months did members of your household visit a
City parks and/or recreation facility in Moscow? (check the appropriate box for
each):

Q4 From the following list, please check reasons that have discouraged household
members from using a City Parks and Recreation FACILITY, i.e., Hamilton Indoor Recreation Center, Eggan Youth Center, East City Park, MSD Community
Ball Fields, Paradise Pathway System, etc. (select all that apply):
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q4):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sidewalks non-existent to a particular feature.
not safe for toddlers--located beside streets or bodies of water
There is a lack of indoor facilities to use during winter for clubs, parties.
Don't know
I use UI facilities quite a bit.
Not sure what and where facilities are available
I would love it if all the parks had some kind of bathroom or portable toilet. Especially Triangle or East Gate Park.
8. Programs seem limited to youth or special interests
9. Just can't handle chlorine; but we have a great pool!
10. I use on-campus facilities instead if an alternative, cost-effective one exists.
11. time available
12. It's hard to know what you can use some of the facilities for, and they are all pretty
much on the opposite side of town than where I live.
13. Sometimes there are people sleeping in the public parks.
14. Sometimes hours of operation of pool were not what I would've liked.
15. This is a very confusing question! I feel safe in Moscow City parks.
16. Mostly the kids go and use facilities. It would be great to have an indoor pool that
the kids can use year round. For the adults, mainly it's a time issue.
17. I work at the Pullman Aquatic Fitness Center. I would love to see a "warm pool" in
Moscow.
18. Dogs running wild
19. The question is hard to understand, accessibility is a challenge at many parks, including Indian Hill new park (wheelchair up/down that hill) no benches, no shade - I
have never not felt safe at park, but never been after dark
20. Moscow Bike Park needs some love!
21. Lack of parking can be annoying
22. Trail light in and out of Berman not working
23. I don't have kids.
24. I'm strictly on foot & very busy, so time & distance affects my usage; I use what
works for me & is free
25. Time/Schedule
26. Lack of vault toilets in smaller parks
27. Lap swim times are inadequate at Aquatic Center
28. We need an ice rink!
29. Little or no parking at many parks (e.g. East City where parking is used for residents
across the street)
30. Pricing
31. Weird question. Not quite sure how to answer it.
32. Timing of programs & overseas travel
33. Price of Aquatics Center/cannot afford it
34. We have pets but no longer use dog park because people bring dogs there that are
aggressive and/or otherwise unfit to be there. It was unsafe for our pets
35. HIRC closed Sunday mornings.
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Q5. How many members of your household have a disability as defined by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)?
Technical error with survey. No results.
Q6. If you have household members with disabilities, what type of program supports are needed to serve their recreational needs (select all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. Accessibility ramps, etc.
2. My child has autism. We have only had one issue with Parks and Rec programming
and that was with swim lessons and the staff being unwilling to change their approach to accommodate my child. We did swim lessons at the U of I instead.
3. Walker/cane - Mobility issues
4. Would like pool access without public swim
5. wheelchair tennis accessible tennis courts (wide gate entrance)
6. Our household requires both adaptive equipment and safe ADA access and support.
7. Parking, firm pathways
8. Adult swing with seatbelts and backs, adult sized exercise/play equipment
9. Access to resources to address hypoglycemia (e.g. soda machine)
10. very easy, low impact exercise
11. Transportation and programs
12. autism
13. My son would need supports with sometimes adaptive equipment but definitely
staff that would have some knowledge and the ability to work one on one
14. the assistance he needs does not apply to the use of parks.
15. Lower cost due to fixed incomes maybe a scholarship program like the one for low
income kids. More shade, more places to sit, more bathrooms and drinking fountains, hand rails on hills, special seating at Hamilton Indoor during sport games.
16. cushioned floor surface
17. He is adjusting so I don’t know.
18. 3 need wheel chair accessibility for their fiscal disabilities
19. Trained staff and programs, like basketball, just for people with disabilities. When
disabled youth age out of P&R and school sports, there are few options for joining
teams. Other programs like skiing, dancing, rafting, etc., would be great!
20. Adaptive equipment, programs, trained staff needed for individuals to participate.
Please make programs inclusive.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q6) Continued:
21. I'm older/creakier ...trained staff would be nice
22. Public transportation
Q7. If you have household members with disabilities, check what programs would
be of most interest (select all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. Warmer pool water
2. I checked aquatics, social activities, outdoor adventure programs and arts and
crafts.
3. Aquatics, social activities, arts&crafts
4. Our household would be interested in social activities, educational activities, and
travel.
5. Ability to use public sidewalks for exercise & recreation (i.e. have them in good repair and clear of ice, snow, and debris.
6. Adaptive park equipment
7. Our son would like aquatics, social activities and arts and crafts
8. More activities for mentally ill adults
9. All
10. Aquatics, low impact exercise, bingo,
11. There are limited programs for kids with special needs in the area and I would love
to sign my son up for organized sports but he would need one support and coaches
with patience
12. Aquatics, social activities and outdoor adventure programs
13. Choices 2,3,4
14. All the above
15. I would choose all of the above.
16. Arts and crafts, aquatics, organized activities
17. Nothing special—same needs as any other kid. If my kids (disabled or not) need
some kind of assistance, either I can provide it or they can go without.
18. Check all boxes.
19. Aquatics, social, outdoor
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Q8. How many members of your household have participated in a Moscow Parks
and Recreation program in the last 12 months?
Technical error in survey program. Invalid results

Q9. From the following list, please check reasons that have discouraged household
members from participating in Moscow Parks and Recreation ACTIVITIES (select
all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Moscow 1/2 marathon is WAY too expensive!
Child care is the huge one for me
Sometimes poor coaching/goals for the program
Would like some shorter programs of just a few weeks for a sample to see if kids
like it. We can also make a program work for a few weeks but not longer as other
child would have to come but is too young to participate.
5. Your programs are not too expensive, but we have a lack of disposable income
with 6 children.
6. We often find that sports or classes that are of interest are not open to the age of
the individual who is interested.
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7. Lack of female sports, i.e. just a women's basketball league
8. no free time
9. I just haven't made the time to do them.
10. Mostly regarding the Ice Rink...
11. No programs for teens
12. I have participated in city league softball for several years. There are a number of frustrations that I have experienced while participating. First of all, the charge to play is
ridiculous. Nearly $900 for 16 games is crazy. Equally ridiculous is the $500 for the 10
game coed season. We are basically paying to supplement other programs. The softball
league is also not ran well. On multiple occasions each year we will show up and the
field won't be groomed, there won't be an umpire, or any number of other preventable
issues will arise. We have been without working scoreboards for over 2 years now. As
tax payers and someone that pays $1400 between the two leagues each year, that
seems like something that could be fixed. The level of service for the amount of $ spent
is continues to disappoint year after year.
13. Serious lack of organization.
14. Needs are already filled in other ways
15. painting/drawing has consistently not been offered yet I have a child who has repeatedly requested this option
16. want to take classes like art, music, outdoor activity with teenage daughter and many
classes are either or and I have to leave her home tho daycare not necessary
17. Children are too young for most activities at this time (under 4 yrs old). However there
are a number of free mommy and me programs that we go to that are offered by private businesses or the library, so I haven’t needed more either.
18. Micro soccer is ridiculously late this fall. I can't have my first grader finishing soccer at
7:30 PM - that's when she usually goes to bed!
19. Too many things on my plate to accommodate programs now
20. Time/Schedule
21. We need an ice rink
22. I've said it every year - I would participate in the Rolling Hills half-marathon, but the
application fee is ridiculous.
23. All grad students, 2 of 3 are uninterested in most organized physical activity and we are
unable to afford a dog (yet).
24. The outdoor pool facility is very dirty and moldy.
25. exercise class is a little to vigorous for me so go to hosp osteo class instead
26. no time :(
27. Very poorly run sports programs, particularly softball - very low quality program.
28. recovering from surgery and not ready to participate
29. more preschool swim classes needed. all full
30. Parent meetings involve someone rudely asking for parent support to help. I wish
coaches were provided and not talked down to.
31. Would like Zumba for seniors, yoga for seniors, aerobics for seniors in the evening so I
can go after work
32. The sports programs are not well managed because the way it is handled not everyone
is a winner and snacks are not required to make everyone feel better. Sports are too
learn the sport not everyone is equal and a winner. Its a sport not everyone is good but
it should be a learning experience not a coombi ya for the parents.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q9) Continued:
33. Just haven't taken time to participate
34. poor planning on my part
35. No pickleball courts
36. Simply a matter of busy schedules at this point. No fault of P&R
37. Time for sports games for the parks and rec are inconvenient for working parents.
To have a game start at 5pm it is hard to make it on time and to get the kids there
on time.
38. tried to volunteer too help with beginners basketball with basics but told not needed
39. Simply involvement in volunteering and other activities, no time
40. Not interested in city programs. Enjoy private programs.
41. Brochures need to be distributed more widely.
42. My physical condition has deteriorated - can't do the fun stuff!
43. Lack of time
44. Lack of time due to work/parenting
45. We’ve been doing other organized sports
46. Complete disorganization-i.e. Micro soccer
47. Always unorganized
48. Again. Unfriendly and unkind man who works at the HIRC.
49. Age restriction
50. Nothing new.
51. Questionable management (soccer)
52. Tired of having to coach a parks and rec activity so my children can play. We might
not be playing next year because of this. Consider coordinating with the U of I Rec
program to see if there are student able to coach for credit.
53. Lack of time, not around during summer
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Q10. From the following list, please check what types of recreation programs you
and members of your household would be most interested in participating in (select
all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Moscow needs a Turkey Trot event - morning of Thanksgiving!
A class that introduced several sports or activities would be nice.
I like the programs Tone and Stretch and HL pool for swimming
Biking is our main sport.
More cooking classes, etc. Something for those of older to have a place to meet
adults
6. Outdoor exercise equipment stations on Chipman trail/Paradise Path would be
great!
7. More pickle ball!
8. HOCKEY!!!
9. Plant identification; mountain biking
10. volunteer activities, community service and outreach for the needy
11. Ice hockey
12. Does Moscow Parks and Rec have fitness facilities?
13. Ice Hockey
14. This community loves hockey!
15. martial arts--especially hopkido or taekwondo (both members of household took
taekwondo from Parks and Rec with Mike Devich [I think he's still living in Pullman]
in the late 90s and early 00s and miss it greatly)
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q10) Continued:
16. Ice hockey
17. Most of these questions are too limited to respond.
18. Yoga, Stability exercise, Bone strengthening exercise classes on weekends or evenings.
19. tennis
20. Art, Nature, website business
21. If any, I'd lean toward crafts & writing & not physical activities; some interest
though in landscaping facets & computers. Not a big draw at this time.
22. Craft classes - stain glass, quilting, sewing, knitting
23. We need an ice rink
24. Need movement activities for creaky old folks
25. Cultural/ethnic gatherings or classes
26. parkour for kids
27. Aquatics Tai Chi, social, cribbage tournaments, limited mobility activities, educational,
28. Support New Ice Hockey Rink
29. Pickleball
30. Art classes
31. robotics programs
32. Ice Hockey
33. Zumba for seniors aerobics yoga for seniors group activities for seniors and in the
evening so I can go after work
34. Environmental classes
35. Would love to see more after school programs for kids at the HIRC. (3 p.m.- 6 p.m.)
36. Can the Hamilton outdoor pool get an outdoor cover so that it can be used all year
round?
37. pickle ball if they had a court
38. Would love to see more dog related activities i
39. Arts and crafts, educational and social activities for adults. Concerts, group singalongs.
40. Dog classes
41. Ice rink please
42. Adult water aerobics would be great!
43. Gaming parties
44. Disc golf
45. Senior sports such as pickleball, volleyball, baseball/kickball, bingo, dance lessons,
card games.
46. middle age mixers
47. more pickleball courts would be great
48. Ice skating
49. Adult tech classes, ethnic cooking, lectures on broadening perspectives, adult
STEAM projects, basic far maintenance geared toward women.
50. I would participate in a competitive volleyball league
51. arts
52. ART.
53. Pickleball courts!
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54. art classes

Additional comments from survey participants (Q10) Continued:
53. Pickleball courts!
54. art classes
55. Adaptive sports (ie goalball)
56. Kayak roll?
57. Rugby
58. rock climbing, mountain biking
59. You should have had separate categories for youth and adult sports. I'm tired of
paying taxes for all the kid stuff, but I'd be interested in adult outdoor stuff like
snowshoeing groups and so forth. Same with "family activities." I'm tired of all the
kid-centric and family-centric stuff.
60. Hockey, curling, ice skating
61. Classes to learn and try new things, I’d enjoy baking and cooking classes, etc
62. Disc golf
Q11. Please rate the following factors that could encourage your household to use
the Hamilton-Lowe Aquatics Center more often:

Additional comments from survey participants:

1. Very hard to find info on swim lessons if there even are any?
2. I'm not really for forcing swim diaper use, but the fecal matter in the pool dilemma
seemed to get out of hand this year.
3. Could the aquatics center be open more hours - open pool more freq. for "seniors"
only
4. Don't swim. Wouldn't use not matter what changes.
5. I’m very thankful they no longer charge admission if you are just chaperoning your
kids. Thank you!
6. disgusted by reports of feces in the pool last year
7. The lifeguards are not confidence-building, that is, I don't trust my or my family's
life to them.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q11) Continued:
8. Would be nice to have more time for lap swim on weekdays. How about offering a
water aerobics class?
9. More shade.
10. karate
11. More regular lap swim hours, including having 1-2 lanes open for longer hours
12. My kids love it, but there is not much for an adult and it discourages use by members of the community who do not have children.
13. Better quality concessions options, not just another excuse to feed junk to kids.
14. Add another pool or two PLEASE!!!! Would love to see a year round pool and more
times to use the pool. For the kids, swim classes would be great, but also open
swim in the evenings. For the adults, I would love to have an opportunity to have
lap swim times or water sports with other adults in the evenings.
15. the last selection is ONLY if the diapers would then keep the pool from being shut
down when a "floater" is found. If not, then total opposite answer-- very UNimportant. :)
16. None
17. A warm pool for arthritis/young children.
18. More for the middle age groups - to big for little moose slide to small for big slides,
would be helpful, we missed the slide from the play structure a lot this year, also
the lifeguards were really inconsistent with rules which made it difficult (eg less
than 4 on moose slide, or jumping off side into lazy river)
19. More lanes for lap swimming - and more hours just for designated lap swimming. I
enjoy the adult lap swim but it gets very crowded and it's difficult to swim at your
own pace without a collision.
20. The pool needs to crack down on hygiene issues w/ visitors.
21. Bathrooms always felt so dirty to me...I hate having to change kids in there. Also,
beginner/toddler swim lessons were always at 9am...when kids get too cold. I suggest putting the older kids first in the morning (since they have a higher cold tolerance usually) and the younger kids after 10am.
22. A splash pad in town would be amazing -- wouldn't it be cool to have a splash pad
downtown for kids to play? Perhaps in lieu of the fountain on Main street. :) My
niece and nephew would love that!
23. I don't swim
24. We need an ice rink
25. Inconsistency with age appropriate activities. Lack of communication regarding the
child slide that was removed.
26. The "breaks" the pool does are inconvenient. The pool should be checked all day
long...with people in it.
27. That concession stand is poorly run.
28. Heat pool water more
29. Our child was unable to participate in Swim lessons this year as he was "too old" for
his skill ability due to his disability
30. cleanliness of the pool water (our daughter was sick 2x from the pool this year)
31. I would love a dedicated lap pool. Spoke too many this summer who agree.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q11) Continued:

32. Time to put in high quality security cameras and parking lot security to keep out
crime. Be proactive not reactive before someone is mugged or injured
33. lap swim for adults year round at lots of times throughout day
34. YEAR ROUND POOL
35. offer Senior rates
36. preschool swim classes fill-up. crowded pool during free swim
37. I would like less crowding during lap swim
38. We don’t buy the food there because the line isn’t very, very, very long. Well, line
may be short, but the wait is LONG.
39. offer a punch card for lap swims at a reduced rate?
40. Warmer water on any days it is not hot
41. Expanded lap swim times. (I feel very strongly about this.)
42. It seems a shame on the hottest days and the pool isn't open yet at the beginning
of the season or doesn't stay open at the end of the season. I wish the pool hours
were more weather dependent
43. now that kids are older, pool is not a preferred recreation opportunity for our family, but glad it's there for others
44. Clean the lap pool. By the end of the summer, there are large clumps of hair and
other small objects floating in the pool.
45. Lap swims during the noon hour are very inconvenient. An earlier time on Saturday
and Sunday would be very helpful. The current Saturday time is inconvenient, it
would be nice to be able to swim before the Saturday market. Sunday morning lap
swim is right during church time, I have also heard this from many other community people.
46. Offer days or times with NO SPRAYING WATER. One of my children is extremely
upset by the fountains, buckets, and splashing kids. She often wants to go to the
pool, but then spends most of the time ducking and dodging splashes. If there
were a sensory-sensitive time available to visit the pool, we would definitely go!
47. Clean and maintain pool
48. Warmer water temps
49. PLEASE!!!!!!! Year round pool would be AMAZING!!
50. Allow children in life jackets on the slides I do not think they can cause any damage
to the slides as we have been told. It is unfair to children needing the comfort of
life jackets to play in water not to be a loud on the slides because of them.
51. convert to saline for water treatment
52. More days open during the year, especially when the weather warms.
53. You are doing a great job.
54. I haven't swam laps for a few years because my experience is of it being crowded
and frustrating. I would love to see some other classes for adults -- perhaps incorporating some cardio classes (sprints, swimming with weight etc) fro those more
fit. Also would love to see an introductory SCUBA class.
55. Require children under 5 to wear life vest
56. Better showers/dressing rooms
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q11) Continued:
57. Please put a bubble over it. The facility is only open for a short period of
time each year, from a cost and maintenance perspective it makes no sense
to only have it open for 3 months.
58. Outdoor pool highly preferable to Memorial Gym pool
59. a larger lazy river would be great!
60. Cleanliness, crowding
61. We go for the dog day
62. The thought of those kids in the pool w/out diapers is creepy!!
63. I love the idea of a year round pool
64. Have lap pool open a few weeks before and after the rest of the season;
would require less staffing.
65. Dogs swimming in the pool increases wear and tear on facilities/pool filter
system/overall grounds. The wear and tear from animals in a pool designed
for humans increases costs for community members.
66. Swim class size was insanely large
67. You guys do a great job. A covered pool for year round use would be awesome! Swim diapers for 2 and under would be better.
68. Kayak roll class?
69. more lifeguards, and allowing life jackets in pool
70. Gender specific changing rooms
71. Locker rooms are yucky. There is always standing water on the floor, as the
drains either don’t drain well or the concrete is not sloped correctly.
72. The pool needs to be longer for lap-swimming.
73. Lanes for faster swimmers. Masters level.
74. The diaper rule is absolute crap! The people causing issues in the pool are
not toddlers it’s older kids. My daughter has been potty trained since 2 and
there is sufficient studies to show putting a potty trained child is diapers
causes regression.
75. Having an indoor pool would be great. It would also be nice if there were
more options for swim lessons and adult fitness activities.
76. You need an indoor pool option and adult swim times
77. A covered year-round pool would be awesome, but I imagine VERY expensive!
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Q12. Please rate the importance of adding these new INDOOR park and recreational facilities in Moscow:

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. Covered playground equipment!!
2. Soft indoor play area would be nice especially as tree is now gone from Eastside
Mall. There is a great community sourced free art space in the bridge mall in
Sandpoint- I wonder if there would be space for something like that in Moscow.
3. There is a lack of public space to go to in the winter.
4. Don't use City indoor facilities very much. Mostly use UI facilities.
5. Moscow has way too many athletic fields. Hardly ever used.
6. more bike paths
7. commercial kitchen for cooking classes and prepping meals for needy
8. Half the year there is very little one can do outside. Also meeting rooms for nonprofits are difficult to find. Our girl scout group is an example.
9. Many of these amenities are already available at UI and seem unnecessary.
10. Splash pad!
11. Financial support for an ice rink which receives tenfold more people/children than
I've ever seen in the HIRC which Moscow spent millions on. With tourneys, this facility would actually MAKE money unlike the HIRC and bring even more to the local
businesses in town. This is the biggest issue for my family and many others who use
the current rink and know from first hand experience how much it's used.
12. dance space? parks and rec has dance classes, but no wood or laminate floors to
protect our joints.
13. Need more free indoor play places for kids 1-10...the winter months here get so
long! We use the HIRC open gym regularly during the winter but the kids get bored.
The Eastside marketplace play place is a GERM fest, so if an indoor park was created it would need DAILY cleaning in the winter time or we will all just spread the
colds and flus everywhere.
14. [additional] Indoor "squish"parks for 5 yr under in Moscow would be a much welcomed thing to entertain during wintertime, even just temporarily covered playgrounds.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q12) Continued:
1. We need an ice rink
2. Many of these facilities are offered at U of I and I don’t think it makes sense for
the city to duplicate facilities (i.e. Climbing wall)
3. We don't have any children in our household, but I would support programs
identified by parents as needed for the success and health of children in the
Moscow community.
4. There is just not enough for people to do recreation wise in the winter.
5. I would like it if there was a class that could accommodate cooking classes
6. Year round pool facilities and transportation.
7. A new ice rink can be the largest impact parks and recs can make on the Moscow community (businesses & individuals)
8. I would love to see a true "maker space" in Moscow.
9. a new ice rink would be used by many many people!
10. I would love to see more options and room for our kids to play. Many times
when I take my son to the gymnasium it is full with older kids and it is hard for
him to run and play
11. Add an indoor carousel
12. Ice rink full ice can bring Money into community and is a HUGE NEEDED ITEM
13. If the aquatic pool wasn’t so freaking cold even on a 90 degree day, we would
buy a season pass. We only go if it is at least 90 so we don’t freeze. An indoor
playground is very much needed. But it would need to be huge otherwise it’d
be too crowded-that’s how bad it’s needed. Options for after school care with a
bus system would be super. I always enroll my son in Pullman Parks Rec sports
since Moscow hardly has anything. He is 5. Next month we are taking ice hockey through Pullman...for which we paid out of state tuition even tho it’s down
the street from our house :/
14. Full sheet ice rink please
15. Indoor dog park would be HIGHLY used in the winter!
16. Indoor soccer would be great
17. I think the ice rink is important but the cost is too high for many families who
want to use it. It would be really nice to have a place to roller skate also it could
be a dual purpose building like they have in Pomeroy Wa. They have a community hall with a floor for skating/dancing, kitchen facility and bathrooms, pool
tables, chairs and folding tables. They have free skating on some days, rent the
place for birthdays, receptions, reunions and host pool tournaments. It does
really well in the small town and I think one in this town would do extremely
well. I rented the one in Pomeroy for my grandsons birthday it cost $100.00
for4 hrs the kids brought their own skates skated, we used the tables and chairs
to eat at and the kitchen to serve food and cake. It was a blast. I lived across the
street from the building and it was always busy with wedding receptions, anniversary, reunion and birthday parties, celebrations, dances it paid for its self
and the low cost made it accessible to most families.
18. Anything to give youth a place to be should be a priority.
19. more tennis courts
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q12) Continued:

20. Year round pool facilities and transportation.
21. A new ice rink can be the largest impact parks and recs can make on the Moscow community (businesses & individuals)
22. I would love to see a true "maker space" in Moscow.
23. a new ice rink would be used by many many people!
24. I would love to see more options and room for our kids to play. Many times
when I take my son to the gymnasium it is full with older kids and it is hard for
him to run and play
25. Add an indoor carousel
26. Ice rink full ice can bring Money into community and is a HUGE NEEDED ITEM
27. If the aquatic pool wasn’t so freaking cold even on a 90 degree day, we would
buy a season pass. We only go if it is at least 90 so we don’t freeze. An indoor
playground is very much needed. But it would need to be huge otherwise it’d
be too crowded-that’s how bad it’s needed. Options for after school care with a
bus system would be super. I always enroll my son in Pullman Parks Rec sports
since Moscow hardly has anything. He is 5. Next month we are taking ice hockey through Pullman...for which we paid out of state tuition even tho it’s down
the street from our house :/
28. Full sheet ice rink please
29. Indoor dog park would be HIGHLY used in the winter!
30. Indoor soccer would be great
31. I think the ice rink is important but the cost is too high for many families who
want to use it. It would be really nice to have a place to roller skate also it could
be a dual purpose building like they have in Pomeroy Wa. They have a community hall with a floor for skating/dancing, kitchen facility and bathrooms, pool
tables, chairs and folding tables. They have free skating on some days, rent the
place for birthdays, receptions, reunions and host pool tournaments. It does
really well in the small town and I think one in this town would do extremely
well. I rented the one in Pomeroy for my grandsons birthday it cost $100.00
for4 hrs the kids brought their own skates skated, we used the tables and chairs
to eat at and the kitchen to serve food and cake. It was a blast. I lived across the
street from the building and it was always busy with wedding receptions, anniversary, reunion and birthday parties, celebrations, dances it paid for its self
and the low cost made it accessible to most families.
32. Anything to give youth a place to be should be a priority.
33. more tennis courts
34. An indoor playground would be amazing! There are very few active options for
moms with little kids during the winter months. The one at Eastside is a cesspool for horrible sickness during the winter too.
35. Expand gym space so uses can be expanded and the 3xusting locker rooms
could actually get used
36. Curling lanes for ice rink
37. Very very important for the ice rink
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q12) Continued:
38. We need more gym space!!!
39. An ice rink would keep kids busy all winter, help our growing hockey league and
generate so much revenue for Moscow! Please consider!!!
40. Very very important for the ice rink
41. A full sheet ice rink is most important to me above any other improvements on
the survey
42. Splash pad!
43. We'd be likely to use just about anything new!
44. Please an indoor playground that’s free or cheap!!!

Q13. Please rate the importance of adding these new OUTDOOR park and recreational facilities in Moscow:

1. Would love to see more natural playgrounds built with things like logs, also splash
pads would be amazing
2. Adventure playground would be really fun!
3. Dirt trail bike park
4. All good here!
5. We need a bicycle park! BMX track and bike park would be huge addition to community. The city course on West Palouse River Drive is a great start. Why not take
the additional acres and build a bike park? Lifetime sport, cheap (no turf, no irrigation, no lights), no need to move a lot of soil.
6. please repave path from Hordeman's pond to Mountainview Park. Too bumpy to
use my bike trailer with toddler.
7. Bocce ball courts
8. more bike trails
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q13) Continued:
9. A section at the skate park for younger riders
10. Splash pad!
11. picnic tables very important, but covering them makes them feel like they are
inside when the point is to be outside
12. We DESPERATELY need parking at ghormley park!! It looks like the University
of Idaho took over what used to be diagonal parking. Street parking is ALWAYS
full during the daytime from students looking for free parking but there isn’t
simply nowhere to park between 9am-3pm until West Park Elementary gets
out. It is my family’s favorite park because of the extensive shade in the summer but we can’t go because we can’t find parking!
13. Awesome ideas! The more activities for free play during the winter is always a
win.
14. What's fitness stations on paths? If water, yes to that. Benches. Challenged
folks would walk a lot more if there's benches along the way!
15. The existing parks in Moscow are great
16. We need an ice rink
17. Add public sidewalks as a city wide "park". Start by enforcing codes that keep
them free of debris, snow, ice and in good repair. Many people already use
sidewalks for exercise/recreation and should be able to do so safely.
18. ice rink
19. For expanded skate park services, would be interested in seeing something
covered with a track that can be used by the area roller derby leagues.
20. Provide lighting and security. Really like the adventure playgrounds some for
younger kids and older. Disabled features at play grounds
21. I prefer walking and hiking paths and trails.
22. Covered bike racks
23. Current Ghormley fields are an embarrassment. Poor condition and poor
maintenance.
24. Moscow needs a large (eg. 40 acre) park for walking, dog walking, natural area,
picnics, etc. Other cities of similar size in Idaho have this.
25. Moscow’s needs a bigger dog park, or a second location for another dog park.
We would love this!
26. Splash pad at one or more city park!
27. it is hard when you try to take your child to the park in the summer and it
there is no or limited shade. The equipment gets too hot and can burn their
legs. I would love to see more shaded areas around the park to help keep the
equipment cooler
28. We could use more or better/rehabilitated basketball courts at our parks
(many surfaces are cracked).
29. Competitive bocce court
30. The biggest need in Moscow is for unpaved trails appropriate for running and
walking. There may not be a parcel currently that would allow for a three mile
loop, but this kind of thing should be a priority for planning in the future.
31. Outdoor splash pad at one of the city parks. Big dinosaur structures to climb on
at a city park.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q13) Continued:
32. Competitive bocce court
33. The biggest need in Moscow is for unpaved trails appropriate for running and
walking. There may not be a parcel currently that would allow for a three mile
loop, but this kind of thing should be a priority for planning in the future.
34. Outdoor splash pad at one of the city parks. Big dinosaur structures to climb on
at a city park.
35. Free Splash Pad or Spray Pool in a Park
36. Moscow really needs a splash park! Forbes those with kids too small Forbes going to the pool and have multiple small children, going to the pool is not really
an option.
37. Ice rink full sheet covered in a building
38. full sized ice rink very important
39. Water should be available all year round at parks where Dogs are allowed off
leash. I have been having to bring my own water in the winter when the water
is shut off.
40. Sled and ski hill with safe parking.
41. Expanded bicycle courses
42. More lights on Paradise Path between I95 and S Blain St
43. unfenced off-leash dog areas
44. Bocce Ball courts and dog friendly pathways
45. Light joseph
46. Bocce ball courts
47. Shade trees need planted on the south and west sides of parks before or during
the park establishment. Parks get hot and children need relief from UV exposure during playing. They take years to mature which is why they need planted
early. Sun exposure is heaviest from the south and west.
48. We need a rollerskating rink for the winter
49. We really need a splash pad at one of the parks.
50. Bigger skatepark for sure!
51. Moscow lacks a lovely, large, developed park with places to park and eat while
watching the scenery, water features, pathways, and so forth like most cities
have. And, yes to more sports fields if it means Mountain View can be used for
all non-sports activities (free time, off leash dogs, running, lounging, without
the organized sports. Fenced dog parks are bad news...only people with uncontrollable dogs use them, making them dangerous. Keep mountain view an off
leash park, and keep the organized sports on the new ball fields we all just paid
for.
52. PLEASE BUILD NEW ICE RINK!!!!!!!
53. Benches are needed at the parks near the playgrounds for parents to watch
their kids”
54. Please please please add an adventure playground! Or at least a playground
that's a little different and unusual!
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Q14. How would you rate the fees that Moscow Parks and Recreation charges for
its programs and services?

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. 1/2 marathon is way too high.
2. Hard to say what "reasonable" is, and we understand that these things to cost
money, but for lower class families, we tend to opt for as many free things as possible.
3. Like I said, the softball fees are ridiculous and do not reflect the level of service provided.
4. Have not yet used youth programs/camps. Was unaware of them and plan to now
look at them.
5. Youth programs coordinated by parks & rec but provided by 3rd parties are very
expensive. Very interested in specialty summer and school break programs when
they are affordable.
6. I and my husband have counted us lucky to be in a community that can offer us the
HLAC and what it affords at these prices.
7. I am not familiar with the fee structure.
8. All I see is the mailed seasonal brochure listing everything. They look fairly priced to
me.
9. We don't participate in these programs, so our 1st hand knowledge is missing
10. We need an ice rink
11. Some of these services I do not know the charges for. This section is difficult for me
to answer
12. haven't paid attention to prices
13. Kids prices are good, adult sports is way too high for what we receive in service, like
fields, umps, disorganized programs
14. Each payer should get a credit for the next year when pool is closed for other than
WX i.e. when guards fail to show up
15. Need extended family passes especially during summer. Monthly family memberships.
16. Not using them enough to have an opinion on the fees
17. I don't know the fees for most of these
18. Price paid for softball is criminal. I have been in three other cities and played in city
leagues. Less cost / better services / officiating/ field conditions/responsiveness
from central staff. Seem that anyone who brings a concern to the central office is a
noted as a nuisance. Poor service.
19. The Skyhawks summer camp cost more than the value of it.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q14) Continued:

20. I think some of the summer camps are expensive so what the kids do and for
families with limited funds
21. The aquatic center rates are reasonable, but the fact that adults pay more than
children even though the facility is set up for youth (with severely restricted lap
swim opportunities) can be frustrating.
22. Prices for adult softball if you break it down per-game are insanely high!
23. Prices seem to be set for high income families which discriminate against lower
income families leaving hundreds of children that want to participate unable to.
Although the scholarship program is greatly appreciated and well used it only
covers a few activities depending on the cost of each. Maybe a reduced cost to
those participating in the program would allow the kids to enjoy and benefit
from more of the offered activities. you guys have the best program I have ever
seen for the youth in Moscow and we are very fortunate they exist. I would like
to see it expand to youth in all of Latah county not just to kids in the city limits.
24. don't know
25. cards that parents could put money on for vending machines and concessions
would be great
26. Aquatic center fee is too high for resident, discouraging its use and eventually
reducing the city's revenue because less of people purchase the seasonal passes.
27. I think prices are fine across the board for our family. But many families who
would benefit from programming can't afford it. More scholarships/sliding scale
28. for families with children most usage should be free as much as possible
29. Don't participate so I don't know what the costs are.
30. Picnic shelter rentals are ridiculously expensive. $25 up from $10? Not worth it
when you can just grab a table outside the shelter at many of the bigger parks.
31. Have not used
32. I don't know for a couple of these.
33. Not unreasonable as cities go, but still hard to afford
34. As a single mom, I can't afford any of these programs
35. Classes and amenities are a great value
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Q15. Rate how important these proposed recreation programs and facilities are
toward enhancing the overall quality of life for the people of Moscow:

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. Park near Itani please!
2. The ice ring's current program doesn't allow for much free/open skate and therefore don't support.
3. instead of a 3rd street bridge, put money toward ice rink! that would sow peace,
foster strong families, provide healthy support for kids; a huge benefit for the community- and I don't even ice skate.
4. Hockey rink
5. New ice rink immediately please
6. A full sized ice rink will expand the hockey community, while also bringing in ever
more people from the Lewiston and Pullman area
7. Worth saying again FULL SIZE RINK!!!!! We live in the north folks!!! Not more baseball fields-- just one full size ice rink!
8. Cut available sports. If you have too many you don't have adequate funding for any
of them.
9. Note that the senior population is growing; Moscow may become a retirement hub
so appropriate activities are important in choosing to retirement here.
10. Put AstroTurf on baseball fields, reduce water use
11. Moscow has many great things going for it already; don't see any need for improvement!
12. We need an ice rink
13. I think there is a need for more middle school aged activities in Moscow. There are
good services for young kids, but we have a gap in the older than daycare aged, but
not quiet old enough to stay home alone group
14. Support Ice Rink - Largest impact to community
15. we need a large park for hiking, dog walking, picnicking, etc.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q15) Continued:

16. I know it is hard but I would love to see more options offered for classes and
sports. And We would love more opportunities to do things in the community that are family friendly but also think about people with disabilities
17. Trails and lap swim opportunities are the biggest priorities/opportunities I
see. It seems that Parks and Rec is already very attentive to youth and senior citizens.
18. If Moscow is planning on making any additions to the parks, a splash park is
next! We love how've many parks there's are in this town to choose from
and we visit different one a each week. Could also use another indoor park.
Especially since the Eastside Market took out a huge portion of theirs.
19. Full sheet ice in building
20. I have found the dog training classes to be VERY helpful, not only to my dog
and I but in building community relationships with other dog owners.
21. The more community activities the less youth becoming unruly juvenile delinquents.
22. develop the already established parks. consider a new way to get them developed with the land around it
23. programs at Eggan for youth and adults with disabilities
24. Pumpkin Derby with common hardware/wheel kits--ask Stafford County,
Virginia parks and rec
25. More non-competitive youth sports
26. Lights for ball field!! And take better care of new fields
27. Kayaking roll class?
28. Ice Rink would be amazing for winter activities
29. "Neighborhood Parks" it depends. All kid/family centric, heavy on playground? No. Beautifully developed for walking, visual beauty, space, quiet?
Yes.
30. Hockey and skating are huge in our community; it is so sad that our high
school players are practicing in CHENEY, WA and we consistently lose good
high school kids to CDA and Spokane. Consistently since the second high
school season the rink was open. We don't need a world class facility, just
enclosed regulation size sheet of ice with bleachers, heat and locker rooms
please!!!
31. Dog poop!!!
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Q16. From the following list, please check how often you use the City's pathway
system, i.e., Paradise Path:

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. More than once a month, less than once a week
2. Several times each week
3. Would use more if wasn't so bumpy between Hordeman's pond and Mountainview
Park
4. 3 times a week
5. 8-14 times per year
6. almost daily from May-October; less often during icy months
7. 2/month in the summer
8. More parking near the path would increase my usage
9. few times a week
10. three times a week
11. Coulle times a week
12. Probably 6-10 times a year
13. 2-3 times per week
14. multiple times a week
15. hard to get to from the northern part of town
16. My grandsons use the pathway from Lena to MMS daily. It is falling apart. I use it a
couple times a week. Need coordination with P&R/City Maintenance/MPD/MSD to
develop the path, road crossings to Lena school/park
17. several times a week
18. Currently not using
19. 2-3 times a week
20. 1-2x per month as able and path is clear (and when it isn't so chilly!)
21. 2-3 per week
22. 2-3 times/day
23. Summer for biking into town
24. 3-4 times per week
25. More than once a month
26. 3-4 times a year
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q15) Continued:
27. irregularly
28. B
29. A few times a year -- better linkage from the north end of town would be helpful.
Mountain View bike lane does not extend all the way to the path
30. More than once a year but less than once a month.
31. Two to ten times a month
32. 2-3x/week
33. 2/3 x/week
34. varies seasonally, more than once a month
35. Multiple times a week but not daily
36. 5 times a year
37. Four to six times a year
38. 2-3 times for running
39. More porta potties needed
40. 3 or 4 times a year
41. 2-4 times per week
42. 2-3 times per week

Q17. From the following list, please check what parts of the Pathway system you do
use (select all that apply):
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Q18. From the following list, please check how you utilize the pathway system
(select all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. Nature Observation
2. stroller and bike with trailer and bike
3. Walk dogs
4. walk dog
5. I would ski if it was groomed
6. Dog walking
7. Mostly to pick up my son from the West Park school.
8. Do not use
9. Photography
10. roller skate
11. My wife uses the pathways in the D street area, near Good Sam,
12. dog walk
13. walk my dog
14. dog walking
15. Stroller
16. Do not use any paths yet
17. Stroller
18. Roller skate
19. Dog walk.
20. walk dogs
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Q19. From the following list, please check why you utilize the pathway system
(select all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fun with kids
Dog walk
walk dogs
Our city has no bike infrastructure that allows children to bike safely. We use the
paths mainly to allow our children to ride their bikes.
5. i get to be outside!!! yay!
6. To take my cat on walks
7. Convenience
8. Relaxation
9. Pleasure; Pleasant way to walk from place to place without hassle of traffic and
cars
10. and mainly from March-October, depending on weather
11. Socialization. Health and quality of life benefits for dog and us.
12. Do not use
13. Wildlife observation and birdwatching
14. I don't
15. recreation includes or use as separate use for Beauty, Bird-&-Critter watching,
catch nearby art featues (Transit Ctr & others), experience sense of place.
16. Walk leashed dog (all dogs should be leashed; city needs to enforce leash law on
paths)
17. IF you include the MMS-Lena path and you should it is heavily used day and night
for school pathway, exercise dog walking
18. Kids often use pathway on class trips around town.
19. Walk dog
20. Kids ride into town
21. Dog walking
22. walk the dogs
23. walk the dog
24. Dog walking
25. Do not use yet
26. Dog walk.
27. Dog walking
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Q20. From the following list, please indicate whether or not you feel safe using the
pathway system. If you select "NO", please explain why.

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. Some parts (my. View between Joseph st and white st) doesn’t have sidewalk or
enough space for pedestrians and cyclists
2. We live out on Juliene Way, and while it isn't to the extent that I will not use it for
this reason, I do get nervous sometimes taking my toddlers out for a walk due to
how out of the way it is, along with no cell service (for most carriers).
3. It isn’t lighted and doesn’t have emergency phones
4. Do not see many people on it and being from Spokane it reminds me of the centennial trail so a preconceived notion of crime and not being safe for women. Also having our house broken into while we were home has given me a hard time feeling
safe in Moscow. :(
5. Paths are fine. Some bike lanes on city streets are a problem.
6. road crossing are dangerous and not well marked so cars don't slow or pay attention
7. I wish there was more lighting near the tunnels and bridges for evening commutes
8. Some sketchy people on the bill chipman route
9. There are often dead light bulbs on trail section through UI campus soccer fields
and rec center- gets dark, shaded, a little frightening; also section from Pattys Kitchen to Crites- does it have lights? Last year I was biking to WSU when Chipman trail
was being resurfaced, but didn't know ahead of time and had to bike on the highway shoulder all the way to Pullman- very scary! Wish the communication was
better when trails are closed.
10. could be lit better as it gets darker earlier, maybe use solar lights?
11. I do feel safe during the day but I would encourage more lighting for evening walks.
Maybe an emergency phone system. I use Herons Hideaway a lot and would love
better night vision through there.
12. Generally yes, but there are areas that need better lighting and better upkeep so a
person that is on the trail by themselves feels safe. They are able to see what is going on around them.
13. Only sometimes. Paradise Path and Latah trail have some secluded sections which
make walking alone risky
14. In general, I feel safe on the pathway system. However, I do feel the city needs to
have someone ride around ON A BIKE on the pathway to identify hazards that
aren't obvious when in a utility vehicle. Cracks, potholes, bridge approaches, etc.,
could be better maintained. Otherwise, we're making great strides with our pathways!
15. Randomly forced into unfamiliar routes due to construction without signage.
16. Would like better lighting
17. The bikers going really fast on the University parts of the trail almost run over my
children. Seriously, one almost hit my two year old.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q20) Continued:
18. Berman pathway light mostly not working
19. I did feel safe, but since the large "Identity" apartments were built, it is very
dark and towering next to the path. I feel uncomfortable riding my bike a
night beside the apartments. Now I usually ride along the Troy highway to
go home. But I did hear the city is creating an underground path to cross
beneath the highway. That is awesome. :)
20. Off leash dogs when biking create a hazard
21. Too dangerous when covered with ice/snow
22. Daytime only
23. it is pretty dark
24. Yes, but condition and lack of development is not good, lighting, cameras,
or security/help could be used.
25. Dark at night
26. At night there are areas without lights
27. No phone to use if need help no security
28. road crossings are often dangerous, unmarked and unregulated, with cars
showing little respect or awareness. crossing the highway to get to the
pathway is very dangerous. construction developers have abused the public
trail leaving dangerous debris, dirt, and blocking with out warning.
29. Generally yes, but I don’t use it by myself at night.
30. Women don’t usually feel safe alone. With people is fine though.
31. It depends on the time of day. i would not use at night.
32. Certain sections are starting to feel unsafe like the new pathway along the
Indentity On the Main apartments
33. Not after daylight hours; needs lighting.
34. Better question would be what areas I feel safe or unsafe using the path. I
feel safe overall, but I feel there are areas for improvement on lighting, repaving, etc. such as the small portion of path north of 6th St on campus
35. Hwy 8 and mountain view to cross road
36. Lack of lighting
37. I wish the paths were lighted, though that is probably unreasonable.
38. To dark at night and early morning, feel safe during the day.
39. Being a black woman, I am always careful with my surrounding. I always go
walking with my husband or member of my family. I don't feel safe alone
40. in some places it's way too dark
41. Not at early evening or night.
42. It is fine during the day, but It is too dark at night, needs more lights
43. Generally yes, have reservations about section behind Identity apartments
now with limited visibility
44. Only use it mid-day due to safety
45. occasionally run into loose dogs while cycling; how to report them while
out?
46. for the most part yes, but some sections between Troy and Moscow need
to be resurfaced. Also, maybe a line down the middle to keep "wide loads"
on their side. Wide loads meaning groups of people.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q20) Continued:
47. Unleashed dogs Heron’s hideout
48. More lighting and brighter. Input emergency alert stations.
49. In general I feel very safe using pathway system but have noticed some
deep cracks in pavement between path and bridge where a bike wheel
could be damaged and/or cause bike accident.
50. Except for moose!
51. While peaceful, I’ve often been running and there’s a guy sitting in a tree, or
someone walking up out of a ditch, or being similarly weird and I’m alone,
far from the main road
52. There could be more lights along the in-town portion to allow it to be open
later, though.
53. Need better fog lines, signage about headphones, staying to the right, and
vehicle right of way
54. it depends on time of day and what section of path. The west side of the
path from campus out toward Pullman doesn't feel safe at night if you're
traveling alone.
55. No lights
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Q21. Moscow's community forest consists of all the trees within our city limits.
This includes street trees, those in parks, along the pathways and even trees in our
yards. From the following list please select the programs you would be interested in
seeing established and/or improved upon (select all that apply):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. I think the city should plant trees along sidewalks for free in newly developed areas
or otherwise people seem to not plant there and it looks bad. Like over by Rodeo
drive area. Seems like rental owners not plant.
2. More trees in general
3. Need regulations, and enforcement of them, on which trees can be cut down. So
often we see old (>75 yo) & healthy trees being cut down by landowners within city
limits. There should be limits, a process, etc.
4. This is so cool! Yes!
5. Encourage citizens to water lawns around their trees; a simple drive around town
reveals that many trees in Moscow are very water stressed (dry) during the summer months. If there is truly a water shortage...why are housing developments &
Logos H.S. football field (artificial turf??) continuing to be approved. If trees are truly a priority in Moscow, this urban forest needs to be managed with some consideration for the stress it is being subjected to during the dry portions of our summer
months.
6. Yes!!! Importance of trees in all ways
7. Policies, practices, and resources (including monetary ones) to assist in removal of
diseased trees, lessen risks for contagion and hazards. Not all residents have the
knowledge, time, or wherewithal to prune or remove dead, diseased, or damaged
trees on their property or in the public right-of-way.
8. City government should stay out of tree programs.
9. We need shade and trees planted along the trail and at the city parks!! More shade
I say, please plant more trees near the play structures. Good example for this is
Frontier Anderson Park has almost no shade all day until about 4pm in the summer.
The trees are not close enough to the equipment to cool it down
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q21) Continued:
10. low cost trees for homeowners
11. Tree purchase program (free trees for property owners in areas where trees are
needed.)
12. I LOVE TREES
13. I'm very much into trees & drawn to these programs. The value of trees cannot
be understated.
14. Info re: good tree pruning (DYI or who to hire)
15. all of these are adorable!!!
16. I like trees along pathways but it increases maintenance
17. Neat ideas!
18. Fruit trees along pathways are going to cause issues with cleanliness and pests.
I actually avoid sidewalks and paths that go under fruit trees because I’ve been
stung too many times by the bees feeding on fallen fruit!
19. Overly large trees do not belong near buildings as they can be very hazardous.
20. Native plants! Utilize native trees and shrubs and provide education about
them.
21. Love trees, always want to see more.
22. I don't feel qualified to say, but I do really enjoy the mature trees.
23. The last would be amazing! I would, however, consider planting them so many
feet away from paths so there would be little to no clean up required, otherwise it would become very messy.
24. More shade trees in parking lots, ball fields, pathways and public areas. There
are alot of trees in town but most of them due not provide shade in places it is
needed. A lot of elderly, disabled and people with certain diseases are at risk of
serious health issues when in the hot summer sun and are forced to stay home
because of this. More shade in public places would allow more to enjoy community events.
25. So many trees appear to be struggling due to lack of water. Plan for replacement with younger trees?
26. Better policing and education of tree placement and removal activities
27. Having fruit tree garden is an interesting idea!
28. Would rather see kids and youth be the focus -- not trees.
29. concern about fruit trees along pathways would be fallen fruit on the path bees, mess, etc.
30. Love all these ideas!
31. Do nothing
32. I think pick your own fruit trees would be messy.
33. Help for homeowners in caring for large city trees and info on when to request
trimming
34. Nuts/fruit will increase rodent traffic on trails and be a hazard during recreation. Establish the nut/fruit bearing trees away from public traffic. Those picking
the harvest will also not interfere if located away from people traffic areas.
35. Non tgesexsound like a waste of money. The UI Arboretums are great for this.
36. Editable trees
37. Not interested in paying tax dollars for any of these.
38. These would be great around the new ice rink especially!
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Q22. How important is the reduction and/or elimination of pesticide use in City
parks (select one):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1. I can't stress this answer enough.
2. Appropriate and precise pesticide use is helpful, loss of habitat has a bigger impact
on native species
3. VERY IMPORTANT. Use natural products or integrated pest management techniques.
4. I think it should be limited, but at times it may be necessary if it maintains the good
health of the vegetation.
5. Let's include herbicide use in this survey/discussion. Last year, Park employees
spraying weeds killed two of my shrubs (on the border of City maintained playfields) by their liberal spraying application.
6. Moscow Sustainable Environment Commission is doing an excellent job of bringing
scientific justification to the attention of policymakers and the public. Most of the
emphasis seems to be on direct exposure. I'd like to see more information about
indirect effects of pesticide exposure, including to pollinators (and food production
and the economy) and fate and transport involving soil and water over time.
7. This is understandably a long-term process, but the goal must be to move toward
zero harmful chemicals.
8. Pesticides are a part of agriculture and I am not worried about public use.
9. If children play there, don't use pesticides.
10. Extremely important to not put it into the environment & waterways; to prevent
secondary contamination like it's on the dog so on you & the couch; stop hitting
non-targeted species like pollinators & the good bugs; foster adaptive thinking vs.
us-them kill it mind-sets.
11. Finding effective alternative solutions is important
12. I have multiple chemical sensitivities which means I cannot use parks for at least a
week after spray of any type.
13. Very important if the fruit/nut program were to be established; dog/pet frequented areas are also of concern
14. ground water is an issue, we should protect what is left of it
15. Pesticides are an important tool that can be used safely and effectively. The option
should not be eliminated.
16. Natural pesticides should only be used
17. chemicals cause cancer and we have enough in the farm fields around here.
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q22) Continued:
18. My family has a
child who is immuno compromised and pesticides are not
good for him at all especially when he is
crawling and
moving around the grass and parks
19. Please, PLEASE
stop pesticide use in our parks! This is so very
important for our
children’s health.
20. Eliminate pesticides please!!!!
21. It’s the bees and the kids.
22. It is sometimes needed so depends on situation
23. I would rather pesticides be used than have weedy parks.
24. I don't love herbicides but I also want to make sure our parks don't harbor noxious weeds. More spot treatment and less full field treatment. Recognize the
negative plants and don't spray those.
25. Necessary evil.
26. I think there needs to be more done to get rid of the mosquito breeding
grounds!
27. should have been done years ago
28. There are great alternative management tools available to reach a reduced pesticide goal.
29. Very very very very (you get the picture) important
30. Please make every attempt to stop using these known carcinogens!!! (not to
mention bee-killers...)
31. balance needed
32. we have dogs; concerned about the collapse of colonies, such as bees
33. Reprogram this question. It is currently check all that apply.
34. I’m sick (literally....as are my children) from the non-stop use of poison!!!
35. Please continue to expand the amount of areas that receive harmful chemicals.
Please use wood chips at our playgrounds and not a rubber or plastic product.
36. Please get rid of pesky bugs at all costs.
37. I'm concerned about the number of diseased trees already in Moscow. Some
areas you can feel the sap mist under them from bugs. It's a problem keeping
car windshields clean.
38. I would like them to post when they use chemicals at Mountain View so I can
keep my dog off it.
39. Reduction of unnecessary pesticides, yes. Reasonable, well-managed pesticide
use is OK.
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Q23. How important is switching to solar or other alternative power sources to
run City parks and facilities where feasible (select one):

Additional comments from survey participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Great idea!
VERY IMPORTANT
Only if it's a long term financial benefit.
Takes a life time to finally cover the cost of putting them in place.
That would be awesome!!! Is there funding for that?
Walk the talk; it's only going to become increasing crucial to use alternative energy
sources for costs & availability; the very NATURE of parks stresses natural resources
including solar usage.
7. cost sensitive
8. As much as possible depending on overall costs
9. My husband is in the electrical industry. This area is not ideal for use of solar
10. That would be really cool idea. My question is what kind of savings to implementation cost do we see?
11. saves money and good for the planet
12. It makes sense when possible
13. You never get cost savings out of it
14. including heating of pool water
15. The city should lead by example to make alternative energy sources more visible
16. solar/wind combo?
17. That would be awesome!
18. Solar power doesn't seem like a great option for Moscow given the climate. If there
was evidence that it would pay off financially, maybe.
19. Power here is cheap and provided mostly by hydroelectric sources. Solar energy is
not worth the cost. Savings would not be significant
20. plus "Dark Sky" lighting policies
21. The parks use such little power that solar would be inefficient as far as cost and
maintenance
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Q24. Water conservation is important here on the Palouse. To save on water consumption, would you be supportive of allowing some less used parks, or areas of
parks, to go brown in the dry months (select one)?

Additional comments from survey participants:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Saving water should be a high priority.
Many of the parks are too wet!! Would love dryer parks.
Replace the grass on the athletic fields with artificial turf!
Too many times I’ve seen parks flooded. Doesn’t seem right.
the parks are OVER watered right now--there are muddy puddles all summer long,
very poor use of our limited water resources
6. Although this is a great idea in theory, dry grass is bad for pets walking on it, kids
playing on it, etc.
7. What about water from the WRRF, like UI uses? AKA, a purple pipe system.
8. keep one park green
9. VERY IMPORTANT. "Brown is the new Green". Grey water recycling, rain harvesting
- and community classes to teach those types of techniques.
10. I think all the parks should have a little bit of green lawn, but it definitely doesn't
need to be all of it. Having some communal green space available makes it easier
for individuals to shrink/eliminate their own lawns.
11. Just reduce water usage but keep them healthy, just dormant
12. City parks are an important resource for families who don’t have yards and families
who reduce water usage by reducing their own water consumption during summer
and either eliminate their own lawns or allow them to brown during summer.
13. Need to consider the trees moisture needs.
14. But with mindful application. There are many parks that are used comparatively
little to others. Say the Mountain View Park which is huge is barely used compared
to Olyear. Therefore, Olyear should be kept green while Mountain View could be
kept green for a field or two.
15. Can also do mown paths and let some grass go to seed and full seasons character,
save mowing (energy, gas, noise when trying to enjoy parks)
16. The City could set a better example. Expanses of soft-bladed varieties of turf grass
in City parks have been kept emerald green over the past few years, even as many
of us strive to conserve water and create Wisescapes.
17. I see far too much water used on parks in the summer.
18. Moscow floods its parks with way too much water.
19. I think there's a lot of room in-between these two options. How about the city stop
irrigating the parks in the heat of the day, for starters?
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q24) Continued:
20. Green grass is important to me, HOWEVER there are some parks that seem
chronically overwatered. East City Park is often MUDDY for example, and excessive watering makes the grass squishy and wet. How about just water less???
21. Green grass in August is a sign of wastefulness.
22. I think educational signage would be good in any parks that are allowed to go
brown. But I'm VERY supportive of this water conservation!
23. Maybe: certainly less green. Important to take into account the ecology of the
whole park, like trees (not just grass) & critters & microorganisms. Use more
native & Wisescape planting in edging & bunches & some activity areas.
24. Dead grass is ugly.
25. Can we use untreated water, like the U of I?
26. Areas where people actually play should be watered for safety's sake (i.e.
ground does not become rock hard)
27. My biggest concern is that they stay well maintained and turned back on in a
timely manner.
28. Not sure which parks are used less often
29. It shouldn't be all or nothing. How about cut back, but don't cut out watering
altogether?
30. Except for East City - I do love that green space in the middle of town
31. As long as areas where sports are played (e.g. soccer/lacrosse fields) are not too
spikey when you fall on them.
32. I am torn. I brown my own yard, but like to go to beautiful green parks in the
summer.
33. Definitely. I would like the non-used portions of the new ball field on Joseph not
to be watered & the sprinklers adjusted so that water isn't wasted running on
the adjacent sidewalks/path.
34. Why not implement water collection for irrigation
35. and plant more trees for shade
36. YES for ALL the park!! Half the parks are literally MUD! It’s insanely wasteful
and makes recreation worse. My kids are playing in puddles in East city and
Hordeman Pond in the middle of summer from over watering. Irrigation water
regularly runs into the street on my morning bike ride. irrigation of the parks
need to be MUCH better regulated and controlled, the parks NEED to set a good
example of conservation, current water OVER use is disgraceful.
37. Many of our park students can be watered less.
38. The parks should conserve just like they ask households to conserve.
39. Yes, yes, and yes again!
40. Actually, the green areas of most city parks are currently over watered.
41. The city should be working on a long term surface water storage/pipeline solution.
42. But it may require weed control
43. Love this idea!
44. If not being used
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Additional comments from survey participants (Q24) Continued:
45. This would look terrible. I would prefer the transformation of some parks into
low water usage zones. The difficulty here is that further up the survey asked
about adding parks. If we are already having a difficult time watering the parks
we have, adding more would not be logical.
46. Letting things go brown increase health risks for those with respiratory illness,
every one actually, increases bug breeding grounds increases heat in the area
and is just plain ugly. I would love to see places with timed sprinkler systems,
like the university stop wasting water. Sprinkler systems should only run at
night and run long enough to wet the soul not saturate it and run off into
streets and sidewalks. The biggest loss of water resources is due to these systems.
47. there are now drought tolerant turf alternatives suitable
48. Grass types could be changed to cope with drought... i.e. buffalo grass
49. Water quality should be a high priority
50. Great idea
51. Absolutely!!!
52. Be a leader in smart water usage
53. only in draught years
54. Parks would be ugly and uninviting
55. Seems perfectly reasonable.
56. not too brown, but they don't need to look like golf courses
57. I’ve seen parks being watered in the middle of the day though. Consider watering at night for a shorter time.
58. just fix the sprinklers that over water (Vista park and Mtnview Park)
59. My yard is brown. But it is nice having green grass to play on. So... yes, to less
used parks, but keep some green
60. ABSOLUTELY
61. Maybe try xeriscaping in areas to retain beauty but not just let it look neglected.
62. Homes should go brown and new homes should only be allowed wisescape. We
all should sacrifice our home green space and use the green spaces at our
parks. Green home lawns is for mostly aesthetics and is therefore less important. Irrigation is 60% of our water use. Let’s ensure we use it efficiently.
One way to do that is to only water our community parks. Plumb in grey water
if possible for this.
63. Just smarter times for watering. There is room for improvement
64. I would rather have my kids play on green grass then crunch on brown dead
grass
65. It would be nice to have sections of parks that are grass for small children to be
able to play in.
66. I think it's a better use of water to keep parks green so people are less likely to
overwater their own yard as an alternative to a brown park.
67. Depends on what is considered less used
68. All of them!
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Q25. To save on water consumption, would you be supportive of transforming
more park turf to low water usage zones, such as Xeriscape?

Additional comments from survey participants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I don't mind brown grass, but I still want it to be grass.
As long as it doesn't cost too much as other things are more important.
As long as there was plenty of room for running and playing in grass.
With limitations as noted above.
As long as function remains the same (no sharp ground cover, etc)
ABSOLUTELY! This is a no-brainer. Xeriscape has been widely practiced in the western and SW USA for decades, can look beautiful, and is smart! ALL city properties
should be xeriscape, including school grounds aside from sports fields.
7. Not sure what this is
8. Native Palouse species.
9. Depends on the park. I am more in favor of exploring low water use turf grasses.
10. Absolutely. I have done this with my home.
11. Kids need places to run and play in our parks. Unless you're transforming a neighborhood park into an Arboretum, I don't see how xeriscape would work in an active
park...
12. Particularly areas around big trees at east city park that just end up as a muddy
mess anyways! In general I like more grass...no one will picnic or play in the middle
of wood chips.
13. Xeriscaping is even prettier than manicured lawns.
14. Also said yes in question 24 for this. Absolutely, do use xeriscaping! Attracts small
wildlife like quail & songbirds; educational op on natural world; engenders; saves
water! diversity
15. Neutral, depending on accessibility and level of "visual unkemptness"
16. IF xeriscape doesn't interfere with use (e.g. occupies area where one could sit on
the grass to read or have a picnic).
17. Would need more information.
18. Not sure - would need to see the City's plan. It is nice to have a green space, but
maybe the City could reduce the watering schedule
19. Maybe, depending on where and which parks.
20. Some, but people need grass areas for activity
21. Use native plants!
22. It really depends on which parks and where......
23. Where it makes sense.
24. Again reduce the waste caused by timed sprinkler systems!
25. Conserving Moscow’s aquafer as the city grows is of vital importance for sustaina83

Additional comments from survey participants (Q25) Continued:

26. large open spaces are important to children
27. Again, absolutely!
28. Reduce maintenance costs over the long term, sustainable landscapes are important
29. But this could go too far. Turf for play in parks is more important than turf in
unused front yards...
30. I don’t know what Xeriscape is.
31. Useless for recreation. There's rain here for much of the year.
32. I'm not sure ... a lot of factors to consider.
33. Natural....poison free YES. No idea what xeriscape is though
34. Parks with grass, allow citizens to Xeriscape individually.
35. GROSS!
36. For current use, people use all of the available grassy spaces for activities.
37. It's ok if the grass gets brown during the summer, but I would rather have green
areas in the spring than rockscapes all year.
38. Yes where it would be just bushes, etc, otherwise. But NO if it means reducing
open space for running and walking dogs. I'd rather see brown turf.
39. As long as it doesn't compromise play space, I don't mind
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Public Comment #1
Letter dtd 3/22/19
Dear Friends of Moscow Parks & Rec:
Thank you for your work on the City of Moscow Parks and Recreation Master Plan Update 2019, and for considering
public input on that document, so that it remains dynamic and current, to reflect the changing wants and needs of
the population, and realities involving matters like water conservation, herbicide/pesticide use, and stormwater management. Parks facilities, open space, recreational programming, community connectivity, social equity, and ecosystem resources are all worthy of our attention. I appreciate that the draft document is so inclusive!

As invited, I offer the following comments:
Sect. 1.7 (p. 8) Age & Gender. This section seems to assume a static state, or at least a smooth trajectory. It seems
worthwhile to speculate on shifting demographics, relative to the boom of Boomers, Moscow’s attraction of active
retirees and aging parents, decline in university enrollment, the prospect of an influx of climate refugees, any of
whom may shift Moscow’s long-held youthful median age.
Sect. 2.2 (p. 11). I appreciate that the Tree Commission and Pathways Commission are specifically called-out in this
document. Each is distinct, with co-equal advisory authority, but integral and complementary to Parks & Rec objectives.
Section 3.2.1 Park Development (p. 14) Actionable Item 1.
First, the wording about meeting the needs of underserved areas could be misinterpreted (intentionally or otherwise) to mean new subdivisions, rather than low-income or transient neighborhoods that have been waiting.
I’m not convinced that the first bullet point about setting a goal to accomplish “initial development” of at least one
park property a year, using Hamilton funds, is do-able any more. That fund is effectively depleted with other Council
objectives, and competing opportunities can arise that are too good or too urgent to pass up. Even if the goal is simply aspirational, it seems arbitrary. You might rephrase it.
I appreciate the last bullet point in this section, and that it mentions mature adults and Boomers (like me), but am
wonder whether creating “theme” parks is the way to go. I’m partial to providing proximity to multi-generational
attractions (in tandem or parallel), when practicable.
Section 3.2.2 Environment (p. 16) Actionable Item 2.

Please incorporate ideas about chemical uses in addition to pesticides, including herbicides (Witness the City’s recent acquisition of the pressurized steam unit to ablate weeds.), pool chemicals, parks facilities chemicals for cleaning, VOC-emitting building materials and finishes (See the City’s Sustainable Purchasing Guidelines and/or inquire
about updating Guidelines: https://www.ci.moscow.id.us/DocumentCenter/View/211/Sustainable-PurchasingGuidelines- PDF?bidId=), etc.
Ice-melt chemical application might vary, depending on site sensitivity, topographic hazards, vulnerability of users
(particularly children and dogs), delicacy of vegetation, damage to surfaces or equipment, etc. Conceivably, beetbased product might be best on some City properties, while more dilute solutions of MgCl might be best for others,
and certain locations, like cross-country ski track through parks, might be better off with posting “not maintained in
winter,” etc.
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This would also be a good place to incorporate objectives called out in the City’s NPDES Phase II Permit and justification for a new stormwater utility. Parkland and other open spaces can be great assets in that regard!
Maps showing relative locations of parkland Wisescapes for pollinators, parks elements in green infrastructure, connectivity of wetlands and seasonal flows of surface water, and similar environmentally-oriented efforts could inform
development of future ones.
Resources for collection/disposal of dog waste. Signage posting requirements for same.
Sect. 3.2.3 Water Conservation (p. 17) Actionable Item 3.
Acknowledge public pressure to maintain some emerald-green turf, and include pros/cons, purpose-specific applications, the prospect of governmental intervention (local or state) to curtail water use and how parks will be designed for
resiliency in those cases.
In addition to xeriscapes/Wisescapes, mention judicious applications of drought-tolerant turf-seed blends, tree selection, moisture-retaining soil supplements, and specialized irrigation systems.
List PBAC, UI Extension, and Latah County, among other educational resources.

Sect. 3.2.4 Accessibility (p. 18) Actionable Item 4.
This section could be more fully fleshed-out. Accessibility includes amenities within parks (play equipment, drinking
fountains, restroom facilities, wheelchair-accessible picnic tables), proximity of (sufficiently wide, barrier-free, ADAcompliant) pathways and other non-motorized transportation infrastructure, disability parking spaces, access to public
transit, accommodation for visual/hearing/mobility impairments particularly in interior spaces, programmatic offerings, etc.
I appreciate that you mentioned collaboration with “local professional accessibility specialty organizations” (such as
Disability Action Center, UI Center for Disability Access, etc.)

Section 3.2.5 (p. 19) Alternative/renewable energy resources and savings.
Consider modernizing terminology. “Alternative” only applies because “renewable energy” technology is not yet the
norm! Could also specify “alternatives to fossil fuels.”

Actionable Item 8 (p. 21) RE: covered playground.
Consider purchase and adaptive re-use of defunct commercial or ag buildings, etc. among options for such space.

Consider availability of shared use with school district properties for that purpose.
Consider awning/pitch-out/lean-to extension/s to existing City facilities.
Solicit input from private-sector play spaces, including the tots’ play area at Eastside, the various bouncy/trampoline
for-profit businesses, daycare operations, etc.
“Covered” and “indoor” need not be either/or choices. Both could serve useful purposes.
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Sect. 3.2.9 (p. 22-23) Pathways, Greenways, and Linear Connections. ACTIONABLE ITEM 9: A comprehensive net-

work of paths and linear parks connecting all parts of the community.
I am a vocal advocate for such connectivity, and strongly agree with the value of your objectives in this section.
Gain support from area realtors, to move these efforts forward for mutually beneficial outcomes. Developers are
gradually becoming aware of advantages too.
Does the Pathways Commission recommend at least mentioning the development, extension, and success of the regional network of trails? (Work by Pullman Civic Trust and allies, to link the River Walk to a new Colfax-Albion-Pullman
CAP Trail would be advantageous to Moscow too, as would extension of the Latah Trail. Education, compromise, mitigation, and public engagement are part of resolving conflicts.)
You mention agencies as resources for technical assistance and funding. Might you also mention the value to the City
of supporting educational and tech assistance organizations like Smart Growth, advocacy groups like the Idaho WalkBike Alliance, and maintenance funding agreements the City enjoys with partners like the Latah Trail Foundation/Latah
County and the Chipman Trail?
Ensure that linear parks and pathways, like other parks around town, have dog bowls and water bottle-refilling aspects at drinking fountains along the way.

3.2.10 Cultural Enhancement. ACTIONABLE ITEM 10: Broaden development of the community’s cultural infrastructure and its integration into park sites and recreational programs.
Add reference to prospect of permanent installations.

Acknowledge that the Latah Trail also has artful interpretive signs and plans additional artistic elements, consistent with its Concept Plan. (You only mention the Paradise Path and Chipman Trail in that context.)

Participate in mapping artful elements around town for self-guided walking tours, like Garden City has done.
Elaborate on idea that artistic elements can be integrated into functional pieces, like benches, luminaires, and
other street furnishings, and like the City has done with tree wells, manhole covers, utility box wraps, bus shelters, etc.

3.2.11 Convenience and Accessibility of Public Parks, Recreational Areas, and Public Open Spaces (p. 25) Actionable
Item 11.

Draft advises, “Amend the City’s leash ordinance to allow off-leash time periods in suitable existing parks other
than the Dog Park.” I’m good with that, but please acknowledge that the City has two dog parks so far.

I’m wondering whether this would be the appropriate section to delve into retrofitting existing parks to mitigate
untoward effects of adjacent development, increases in traffic, or installation of a multi-modal bridge, proximal to
East City Park.
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Sect. 3.2.13 Effective Management, Administration, and Partnerships. Actionable Item 13 (p. 27) Maximize the
efficient use of resources to develop and maintain a first-class system of parks, public spaces, and recreational facilities and improvements.

Draft says, “The collaborative efforts between Pullman and Moscow in the development of the Chipman Trail
are a highly visible and successful example of what can be accomplished.” This is true, however that project was
controversial, largely driven by one determined person (Nancy Mack), more than either city, or their universities.
The project would have taken much longer, were it not for a sizeable private donation. (Incidentally, the maintenance agreement includes Moscow, Pullman, Whitman County, UI, and WSU.) The Latah Trail should also be
mentioned here as a visible, successful example of collaboration.

Finally, in Section 4.2 that defines Park Classification and open spaces, please consider inserting more references to
parks as wildlife habitat and corridors, trees as assets, and advantages to elements of stormwater management
(related to NPDES Phase II permit compliance) like flood prevention/mitigation, reduced sedimentation, soil filtration
for water quality (e.g. TMDLs in S. Fork of the Palouse River, about which neighboring WA-DOE says, “The river has low
dissolved oxygen, high temperatures and bacteria counts, lingering concentrations of toxic chemicals from historically
used pesticides, and PCBs.”
Thank you again for this opportunity to comment.

Public Comment #2
Letter dtd 3/22/19
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. I have a few comments and thoughts.
Reviewing the written comments in the various section of the plan and survey results, a new ice rink is mentioned numerous
times. It would be great for Parks and Rec to work with the Palouse Ice Rink Board of Directors to enhance their ability to make it a
new ice rink happen in Moscow. This winter time activity is buzzing with patrons for 6 months every year. The rink has been here
for 18 years, the City Council and Mayor have endorsement it with the $1 million Hamilton commitment. Can Parks and Rec endorse it and help make this winter time recreation a reality?
Recreation in Moscow and local region should not be viewed as just on city property (city parks, HERC, etc). The Park and Recreation staff should be supporting the well-being of the citizens, exercise, comradery, and enjoyment. Measures of successful programing should be focus on happiness, quality of life in Moscow. How should Park and Rec lead the efforts to improve the quality
of life in Moscow through exercise?
A few other ideas come to mind . . .
This winter we had 6 continuous weeks of great snow, yet there was no access to cross country skiing in town. The parks, golf
course, bike paths are all great places to ski, maybe make dedicated ski lanes on the bike paths when possible. It is only for short
window, but it would show your responsiveness to outdoor recreation. Could you work with local farmers and allow for skiing on
their fields for this short window?
Improving biking lanes from North to South in Moscow; the Troy highway underpass is a great step forward.
How should Moscow Park and Recreation work with other such as Palouse Empire Gymnastics, Karate and Taekwondo, the Woman’s Roller Derby group, road bike rides (Fondo on the Palouse), Moscow Area Mountain Bike Association, Elks Golf Course,
workout gyms, Moscow Yoga Center, etc? Should the Park and Recreation help advertise for these entities? Someone new to
town has to spend a lot of efforts to find these private and public opportunities. It should be easy to access all recreation and exercise opportunities in Moscow.
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